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Mahoney's MSU Career

When the whistle blows t o
end the game between Murray
State University and Western
Kentucky University, another
chapter ,o f Murray State football
will come to a close.
However, just how it will
close is still unclear.
While the Universit y and
c oa ch
Mik e
Mahon e y
announced Tuesday he will not
return as head coach of the
team next year , just who
initiated the action is still
unclear aa are the terms of his
departure.
"I did not resign,'' Mahoney

Named Head Coach:
1987
Succeeded:
Frank Beamer
Win/Loss Record at MSU - Year
Conference
Overall
1987
3-3
6-5
1988
4-2
4-6
1989
3-3
6-4
1990
1-5
2-9
1991
1·6
3-8
Source: MSU FOOTBALL PROGRAM

said in a press conference
Tuesday.
And Mik e Strickland,
athletic director, confirmed the
point.
"He is correct in saying he
did not resign," he said.

Graphic by: KRISTIE HELMS
However, in an interview
Wednesday, President Ronald
J . Kurth said, "We came to the
conclusion together when I met
with him Monday. Out of that
meeting came his decision to
resign," he said.

The reason behind his
departure is just as cloudy as
who initiated the action. Two
consecu~ive losing seasons,
recent losaes to the Ohio Valley
Conference's bottom teams and
a 23-37-1 career record at
Murray waa part of the catalyst
that initiated the University's
steps, Strickland said.
"Anyone in college athletics
knows this is part of the
territory," he said. "The
reality is, :wina and losses do
matter."
Mahoney,
who
has
continually stood up to budget
cuts in football and spoken out
against talk to downgrade

By KRIS LAWRENCE
President George Bush,
below ,
Illustrates
his
speech with hla wallet.
Several signs, right, were
displayed during the rally
Tuesday.

President Bush brought
"Major" support with him to a
rally in Paducah Tuesday.
Gerald McRaney, star of the
television aeries Major Dad,
has accompanied Bush on
,several of his recent
campaign stops.
A crowd estimated at
between 10,000 and 15,000
people, many of the m
students, swarmed the
.C&DlPUI ' at tha=.bducah
Community College to see the
president.
Security surrounding the
president was tight. Teams of
law enforcement officials
searched forests for hours
with police dogs to secure the
area, at least four SWAT
team members were perched
on various rooftops and each
person in the crowd had to
enter through a metal
detector.
During his speech, Bush
revealed the latest economic

Photos by KRIS LAWRENCE

By JANICE FULPS
Staff Writer

By AMY GREWE
Ass1stant News Editor

While the faculty and staff at Murray State University
received a 2-percent cut in salaries this year, the Office of
Student Affairs has been working within its own operating
expenses to find money for some staff salary increases.
Don Robertson, a880Ciate vice president of student affairs,
said recently his office was able to give its admissions
counselors raises, which had been one of its goals for this
year.
"They were having to work more than one job to
economically make ends meet," he said. "They weren't
getting what they deserved."
· "They are paid about $4,000 below the national average,"
said Phil Bryan, dean of admissions and records.
Robertson said there was no new money given to the office
for the raises.
"It was clearly stated that the only way it could be done was
if it came from student affairs," he said.
Please see INCREASE
Page 15

Getting to Murray State
University was literally a
matter of life and death for
one University professor.
Marko Palekcic, a professor
of educational psychology, is
from war-torn Sarajevo in
what
was
formerly
Yugoslavia. He is at Murray
State this semester on a
fa culty exchange program
with the University of
Sarajevo.
P alekcic arrived at Murray
State in mid-September. He
was supposed to have arrived
in August for the beginning of
the semester, but because of the
war in his country, he was not
able to get out easily. He had
to escape.
from
his
E s caping

Nationwide student assistance - - - Financial aid is supplied to students in a variety of ·forms. The amount
spent on each type varies from year to year.

,,

,11 1 ·.1•1.: ,H tu.11

p1 ·rlthnn

pell grants
college work-study
state Incentive grants
perkins loans
stafford student loans

Source: COUNCIL ON HIGHER EDUCATION

F1:, .II
'311l'l<'d

$5,460,000,000
615,000,000
72,000,000
156,000,000
2,639,812,000

.

RELATED STORIES
• Mahoney's story
• Reactions

11
11

By LEIGH LANDINI

football to non-scholarship,
said either scenario would
have seen him quit the program
if implemented.
Despite what could be seen as
contradictions in accounts of
Mahoney's departure and
views on the program, the
embattled coach said there was
no back-stabbing between him
and the president.
"It has been up front and
pretty honest between us," he
said.

reports showi ng, in his
opinion, that the economy is
actually improving.
"The figures came out for
growth in the th ird-quarter
and the economy of the United
States led Europe, led Canada,
led Japan and we improved at
2.7 percent," he -said. "That is
good growth. We have grown
for six straight quarters and
all you hear is gloom and
doom from Clinton and
Gore."
While Bush $poke of-.hia
plana for a second term ,
including additional help for
small
busines s es
and
teachers, legal reform to stop
the flood of lawsuits and
several measures that would
reduce the deficit, th-, bulk of
his speech was an opportunity
to enforce his barbs directed at
Clinton.
The president read numbers
that ranked Arkansas last in
Please see BUSH
Page 15

Associate Ed1tor

Administrators
are
working around the clock
in an effort to devise a
contingency plan for a 2
percent budget reduction
for all state universities.
"We've worked just
about every day and night
since last Thursday," said
James Booth, provost and
vice
president
for
academic affairs.
Although the top-level
administrators ,
Tom
Denton and Paul Bylaaka
of the budget office, have
been working on the
contingency plan, no
specific"details about it are
available.
"Once you've started the
fiscal year, you have very
limited flexibility in what
you can do," President
Ronald J . Kurth said.
Booth said all funds at
the University are being
examined.
Travel ,
expenditures and "carryforwards" were .f rozen by
the Univenity, he said.
Carry-forward funds are
derived from money given
to the campus departments

.-. ....

~

.....

~

the year, said Don
Kassing, vice president of
Universicy relations and
administrative services.
A pay cut for faculty ia
not being considered for
this contingency plan,
Kasaiq said.
"We are constantly
looking at ways of meeting
these budget decrements
without hurting people,"
Kurth said.

MSU letter aids professor's escape

Some MSU staff to
get salary increase

r·~

...

Officials
continue
work on
budget plan

;President's visit proves to be 'major' event
Arts and Entertainment Editor

,..
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Whistle blows on Mahoney era
Sports Editor
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Murray State University, Murray, Kentucky 42071

By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
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$5,997,690,000
616,950,000
72,555,000
183,520,000
2,930,158,000

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

homeland to Kentucky proved
to be very difficult, Palekcic
said.
"It's nearly impossible to go
out from Sar.Yevo," he said.
"One of my cousins was a
leader of some soldiers and he
helped me to go out."
He traveled alone by bus,
train, plane, foot and military
can. His wife and son had
already escaped to Germany,
where they are staying with
Palekcic's brother.
"I had to go through many
blockades, barricades," he
said. "In many situations I
was checked by many
soldiers. I was in many very
risky situations you can see
only in the mov.ies. I knew
Please see ESCAPE
Page 15

Photo by RON RUGGLES

Marko Pafekclc, pro fesso r of educational psychology,
recently escaped fro m Sarajev o to com e to Murray
State University.

Way donat io n
0-A_C_LO_SE_R_L_OO
_K
_ __, United
Murray State University students are

Final Days
As the final days approach in the campaign,
candidates are stressing issues in their many
campaign stops.
Last week, The Murray State News began a
two-part series on the Focus page to give voters
a chance to examine each of the three candidates.
Whatever the political preference, voters will
also select House of Representatives members
and U.S. Senate members.

being given the opportunity to give a
little back to the surrounding commu-

nity.
The Murray-Galloway County United
Way has challenged Murray State students to donate $3,000 to the community.
The first fund raiser is today from
10:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. in the Curris
Center.
Murray State students can buy
chances to win a variety of prizes for 25
cents.
For more Information call753-031 7.

In dex
Around the OVC ......... .......•.. 1 3
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Campus Life ........................... 7
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Focus . ................................... 5
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NEWSBRIEFS
Dept. of Energy offers program
The Science and Engineering Research Semester is offering
the opportunity for undergraduates studying science and
engineering to do hands-on research with some of the nation's top scientists at one of seven national research
laboratories during the academic year. The U.S. Department
of Energy is sponsoring the program.
To be eligible, students must have completed their
sophomore year and an overall grade point average of 3.0 or
higher is suggested.
While in the program, students will receive a weekly stipend of $225, housing and travel reimbursement for one
round-trip to the appointment site.
For more information contact Science and Engineering
Reseat·ch Semester, 901 D St., Suite 201-A, Washington, DC,
20024, or call 202-488-2426. The application deadline for the
fall semester is March 15, 1993.

'Organization connects students
Penpals is beginning its second year of matching up
students from colleges and universities around the U.S. who
are interested in having someone with whom to correspond.
Its mission is to help students with similar interests make
new friends around the country. To join, a student should
send his or her name, major, class and campus along with $1
for postage to College Penpals, P.O. Box 45, Guilderland, NY
12084.

LFJ [ ..IC

Agribusiness seminar to be held
Hungarian agribusiness managers will arrive Saturday to
participate in an international agribusiness seminar. The
seminar is a joint effort of the Pioneer Hi-bred International
Co. and the United States Agency for International Development to introduce the 39 Hungarian businessmen to the principles of free-market economy and agriculture.
Since the Hungarian Communist party disbanded in 1989
and the new Hungarian Republic was formed, the country
has undergone a major transition, one of the most important
being moving to a free-market economy.
Thirteen companies who deal with Pioneer in Hungary are
sending three of their top executives to participate in the
seminar.
Murray State was chosen as the location for the seminar
through the help ofFayte Brewer, a Calloway County native
and MSU graduate. Brewer is now the Central European
Manager for Pioneer Hi-bred International.

Professor awarded 1grant
Dr. James McCoy, associate 'pfofessor of economics, has
been awarded a Fulbright grant to study, teach and conduct
research in international' e'tbhofilrcW!hl. the University of
West Indies in Kingston, Jamaica, in spring 1993.
McCoy, who is in his eighth year at MSU, teaches international economics, economic development, international
business and microeconomic theory.
In addition to teaching, he will do research on the world
aluminum supply; Jamaica is the world's third largest supplier of bauxite, the material used to make aluminum. He
w\ot~ h1s doCtoral dissertation on the subject at the University N6rth Carolina at Chapel Hill i986.
'
' '

or

We had a blast at
VIKING DAY '
and we're read_! for a -reat
IIAUOWEEN MIXER!!

Photo by CHERI STUART

GRAVURE DAY
Wayne Rudloff, CEO of Louisville Southeastern
Paper, discusses his company's use of recycled ·
paper at Gravure Day on October 23.

Lo'{)e,

%e Sisters of_
J4£plia 'De{ta Pi

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Information Booth. American Humanics will have an Informational
booth In the Curris Center today to encourage voting.
• Games Weekend. Murray State University's Wickliffe Mounds
Research Center will host a Native American Games Weekend Saturday and Sunday. Events will be from 9 a.m.-4:30p.m. both days. For
more information call 335-3681 .

•step Aerobics/Muscle Conditioning Classes
11 classes per week
•certified, experienced teachers
*Safe wood flooring
*NO contracts/NO cancelled classes!
•students now through finals total cost
•
$18 or $2/class
•
...
*Woodman of the Woi'td Bulldlftil '- ' · '
' ~
Downtown, Murray
"' '
CALL PAM THOMAS AT 753·2410 TODAYII

• Election. Classes will be dismissed Nov. 3 for the national election
• Meeting The Student Law Association will meet Nov. 4 at 4 p.m. In
the Curris Center Ohio Room.
• Seminar. Marko Palekclc will present "World In Crisis: The Case of
Yugoslavia," Nov. 5 at 7:30p.m. In room 423 of Price Doyle. For more
information contact Dr. Michael Waag at 4524.
·
• Auction. Alpha Epsilon Rho will have its annual auction Nov. 10-12.

-SIS!< lit.~ i:lll:RT

''CHICAGO STYlE FOOD''
MEXICAN BEAN ROLLS, GYROS,
ITALIAN BEEF, CmCAGO DOGS,
HOMEMADE DESSERTS, AND PIES

WHITE MEN
CAN'T JUMP
rn~~

I t92 TW£ H1lETl1 CEIITURY FOX

IP81

fiiil!

Stop in for a bite before the movie n
lOOJi, discount to students with I.D.

Wednesday
Nov. 4

50

with student ID

ADVERTISE in The Murray State News
.......'!

The Residence Hall
Association's

...

...

:·-

:
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"FREAKERS' BALL"
Saturday, Oct. 31
8

p~m.-11

p.m.

Curris Center Small Ballroom
$50 prize for the Best Costume
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Presidential Alternatives
When voters enter the election booth on Tuesday, many will see
names never heard of before. What many voters are uninformed of are the other choices there are for president. The
following presidential and vice presidential candidates will
appear on the Nov. 3 general election ballot.

Page3

Forum discusses
ADA concerns

Morris said the ADA has requirements
for people with
Assistant News Editor
The American Disabilities disabilities to receive para·
Act of 1990 (ADA), a law giving transit eligibility. They include
civil rights protection to in- proof of residence, a letter from
dividuals with disabilities, has a doctor or rehabilitation center
been the subject of a lot of con- verifying the disability if it is
cern across the country and not visible, and 24·hour notice
of the trip.
Murray is no exception.
To address issues covered by
Morris said any ADA·eligible
the ADA, a public forum was person
can have one person,
held in the Curris Center Oct. referred to as a personal service
20 to give public officials the op- attendant, ride the transit
portunity to show how the ADA system with them.
affects them and answer questions about the ADA.
"If the person is in a
the attendant does
wheelchair,
The ADA defmes a person
with a disability as someone not have to pay any fare, but if
having a physical or mental im- the ADA-eligible person is not
pairment that substantially in the wheelchair, they pay the
limits them in one or more of same fare as the disabled per·
life's activities. The Kentucky son,'' she said.
law differs from the federal
All the MCCTS buses and
ADA in that it does not con- vans have recently been
sider drug or alcohol dependen- redesigned to meet ADA
cy as a disability, but does in- regulations. Wheelchair lifts
clude people that are infected are on the passenger side, all
'Source:Celloway
County
Clerks
Office
li
with the HIV virus.
seats face forward , and
•
Sue Morris, director of the wheelchairs are restrained durMurray -Calloway Transit ing motion.
System (MCCTS), said the
Nancy Rankins and Jackie
ADA and its requirements for
transportation are not new to Blanchard, representatives of
the MCCTS and they have only the Kentucky Human Rights
had to make a few changes in Commission, addressed amendments recently made to the
r
the last couple of years.
Kentucky
. Civil Rights Law
{Sy ANDREA JONES
department advertises the
"Our vehicles are accessible
that
conformed
to the ADA.
$1aH Wnter
availability of funds and then on demand, a program we call
! Eighty-six grants totaling accepts proposals fro m 'demand respond,'" Morris Amendments in housing in$3.4 million were given by universities all over the said. "A person with a disabili- clude saying a landlord cannot
ty that plans to use our services refuse to rent, sell or exchange
external agencies this year to nation, Beane said.
the Murray State University
The agencies evaluate the needs to · tell us what that on the basis of a disability. Thi:J
faculty and staff.
· propos a ls
and
select disability is in order for us to also applies to spouses and
send the right vehicle."
family members of disabled.
: Allan Beane, interim recipients for their funding.
flirectoT of the office of
sponsored pTOgrams said the
MoTe than half the proposa1s
grant money wlll fund submitted to external
research proposal~~ by the agencies by MSU faculty and
taculty and improve the staff were funded.
Staff Report
tion office on the first floor of
curriculum and gra d uate
"It is quite an honor to have
The Student Government the Curris Center. Students
assistant internships. He proposals approved," Beane Association Student Senate will need to bring a valid I.D.
said in the past, grant money said .
discussed the following topics • over 200 pints of blood were
has also gone to purch ase
at their weekly meeting on donated in the Blood Drive held
heeded equipment or offeT a
The faculty and staff write Wednesday:
Tuesday and Wednesday on the
Up the proposals "on their Own • The Stables is now open from third floor of the Curris Center.
service in the Tegion.
time, work very hard to get the 9 a .m. to 2 p.m. Monday
: The faculty and staff funds," Beane said.
through Friday for commuters • The Student Senate will be
aubmitted their •proposals to
,
..
to eat, socialize and study.
~ raising money for the United
federal funding agencies,
"With the budget cuts, tliia ia • commuters may pick up the Way through a can drive and
such as the Department of a critical time for external .new campus phone books at the will sponsor a family through
Energy.
Each
federal fun d ing."
Student Government Associa- Needline for Christmas.
By JENNIFER MOORE

j

Grant money to fund
research proposals

Senate plans events

.

c/ffpha .§ amma !£:>e:lta
would like to congratulate all the
sisters nominated for

o11f.l~~ o11_~:
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Cathe'tine 'J'tazi£'t
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Ch'tl~tl fPa'tl~h
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Enter into this exciting career TODAY! No experience necessary! It
isn't necessary to be a 1Dp New York model co be successful in the
industry. Modelling and advertising agencies are constantly searching for new faces, ftgUreS, and~·

"MODEL SEARCH
MAGAZINE"
New to the nation..New to the world...Worldwlde distribution to all top modelling and advertising agencies
Photo submissions to "MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE" means
having your face and figure, as well as your abilities and modelling
interests seen and read by agencies across the globe. For excit1111
details, contact your local agent below!
Wayne StafTord
P0 8ox254

Hardin, KY 42048
(502) 437-4041

!B'town

POLICE BEAT
OCt. 20
12:16 a.m. - Power failure in three rooms on second floor
of Hart Hall.
4:57 p.m. - Occupied elevator stuck in Elizabeth Hall.
Oct. 21
9:17 a.m.- Ambulance dispatched to Carr Health
Building. University employee, Giao Dinh, was ii~ured in a
fall from a ladder. He was taken to the hospital.
1:37 p.m.- MSU student John Wilhelm reported a saddle
and gear stolen from the Expo Center. The rodeo equipment
is valued at $823.
3:40 p.m.- There were no injuries in an auto accident in
the Special Education parking lot.
8:31 p.m.- Door on second floor of Springer Hall Super
Glued.
9:51 p.m.- Student twisted his knee on the intramural
field. Ambulance dispatched.
Oct. 22
12:22 a .m.- Student reported someone threw a rock and
hit his car on Chestnut Street by the Curris Center.
3:01 a.m.- Noise complaint on south side of Hart Hall.
6:13 p.m.- Noise complaint outside of Woods Hall.
Oct. 23
12:38 a.m.- Report of a man harassing custodians in
Quadrangle area.
12:52 a.m.- Noise complaint on south side of Woods Hall.
3:57 p.m.- Student reported keys stolen from her car while
parked behind Waterfield Library.
5:09 p.m.- Report of resident riding moped in mall area of
1200 block of College Courts.
8:28 p.m.- Student receiving threatening phone calls in
Richmond Hall.
•
11:38 p.m.- Noise complaint in College Courts area.
Oct. 24
12:40 a.m.- Physical plant employee reported hearing
glass break near Franklin Hall. Lounge window on fourth
floor of Richmond Hall found broken.
12:31 p.m.- MSU student Chris Beck reported Nintendo
games stolen from his room on fifth floor Hart Hall.
12:41 p.m.- Fight in progress in Hart Hall lobby. Upon arrival of officers, four males were seen running from Hart to
Franklin Hall. One Franklin resident was identified as being
involved in the fight. A small-caliber handgun was con·
fiscated from the resident. A criminal summons for fourthdegree assault and terroristic threatening was issued on Oct.
26 by District Court. Additional charges may be pending.
Still under investigation.
3:59 p.m.- A juvenile lost control of his bicycle while
riding down the grass slope by the overpass bridge toward
the Currie Center. Transported to hospital by his mother. He
may have broken his wr'1 t and jaw.
Oct. 25
..~~ r
u-...
12:21 a.m.- Disturbance in lobby of Richmond Hall. Director handled the situation. J , 1
4:37a.m.- Noise complaint on 100 block of College Courts.
11:51 p.m.- Gas odor reported on fifth floor of Regents
Hall.
Oct. 26
5:18p.m.- Odor of smoke reported on sixth floor of Price
Doyle Fine Arts Building.
10:51 p.m.- Noise complaint in front of Woods Hall.
In/Ormation for Police Beat was gathered and co~piled by Andrea JoMs, smff writer, from materials available to the public
at the public safety office.

------------------.·
Come See
Westwood Wine & Liquors
and
Westwood Warehouse Party Block
for all your
Pre-game & Post-game
Party Supplies
West Wood at the "Y"
P.O.Box292
Paris, TN. 38242
Wines & Liquors (901) 642-7714
Party Block
(901) 642-7366
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NEWSBRIEFS
Dept. of Energy offers program
The Science and Engineering Research Semester is offering
the opportunity for undergraduates studying science and
engineering to do hands-on research with some of the na·
tion's top scientists at one of seven national research
laboratories during the academic year. The U.S. Department
of Energy is sponsoring the program.
To be eligible, students must have completed their
sophomore year and an overall grade point average of 3.0 or
higher is suggested.
While in the program, students will receive a weekly sti·
pend of $225, housing and travel reimbursement for one
round-trip to the appointment site.
For more information contact Science and Engineering
Research Semester, 901 D St., Suite 201-A, Washington, DC,
20024, or call202-488-2426. The application deadline for the
fall semester is March 15, 1993.

..

'Organization connects students
Penpals is beginning its second year of matching up
students from colleges and universities around the U.S. who
are interested in having someone with whom to correspond.
Its mission is to help students with similar interests make
new friends around the country. To join, a student should
send his or her name, major, class and campus along with $1
for postage to College Penpals, P.O. Box 45, Guilderland, NY
12084.

Agribusiness seminar to be held
Hungarian agribusiness managers will arrive Saturday to
participate in an international agribusiness seminar. The
seminar is a joint effort of the Pioneer Hi-bred International
Co. and the United States Agency for International Develop·
ment to introduce the 39llungarian businessmen to the prin·
ciples of free-market economy and agriculture.
Since the Hungarian Communist party disbanded in 1989
and the new Hungarian Republic was formed, the country
has undergone a major transition, 'o ne of the most important
being moving to a free·market economy.
Thirteen companies who deal with Pioneer in Hungary are
sending three of their top executives to patticipate in the
seminar.
Murray State was chosen as the location for the seminar
through the help ofFayte Brewer, a Calloway County native
and MSU graduate. Brewer is now the Central European
Manager for Pioneer Hi-bred International.

Professor awarded Jgrant
I

Dr. James McCoy, associate ptofessor of economics, has
been awarded a Fulbright,grant to, study. teach and conduct
research in international E!~ofH)tdfCI:f at the University of
West Indies in Kingston, Jamaica, in spring 1993.
McCoy, who is in his eighth year at MSU, teaches interna·
tional economics, economic development, international
business and microeconomic theory.
In addition to teaching, he will do research on the world
aluminum supply; Jamaica is the world's third largest supplier of bauxite, the material used to make aluminum. He
w'"'ot~ his'd.octoral dissertation on the subject at the University Hr North Carolina at Chapel Hil11986.' ' '
• ·

Photo by CHERI STUART

GRAVURE DAY

We had a blast at
VIKING DAY '
and we're read_y for a l(reat
BAIJLOWEEN MIXER!!

Wayne Rudloff, CEO of Louisville Southeastern
Paper, discusses his company's use of recycled ·
paper at Gravure Day on October 23.

LotJe,
'I1ie Sisters o.f_
.9l{plia 'De[ta Pi

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Information Booth. American Humanics will have an Informational
booth in the Curris Center today to encourage voting.
• Games Weekend. Murray State University's Wickliffe Mounds
Research Center will host a Native American Games Weekend Saturday and Sunday. Events will be from 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. both days. For
more information call 335-3681.

*Step Aerobics/Muscle Conditioning Classes
11 classes per week
*Certified, experienced teachers
*Safe wood flooring
*NO contracts/NO cancelled classes!
*Students now through finals total cost
$18 or $2/class
*Woodman of the Wc/ml Bulldlnlf f. ' •
'
Downtown, Murray
, ·• '
CALL PAM THOMAS AT 753·2410 TODAY/I

• Election. Classes will be dismissed Nov. 3 for the national election.
• Meeting The Student Law Association will meet Nov. 4 at 4 p.m. in
the Curris Center Ohio Room.
• Seminar. Marko Palekcic will present "World in Crisis: The Case of
Yugoslavia," Nov. 5 at 7:30p.m. In room 423 of Price Doyle. For more
information contact Dr, Michael Waag at 4524.

•

• Auction. Alpha Epsilon Rho will have its annual auction Nov. 10.12.

WHITE MEN
CAN'T JUMP

''C.lHCAGO STYLE FOOD''
MEXICAN BEAN ROLLS, GYROS,
ITALIAN BEEF, CJDCAGO DOGS,
HOMEMADE DESSERTS, AND PIES
Stop In for a bite before the movie U
10016 discount to studen_ts with I.D.

Wednesday
Nov. 4

50

with student 10
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"FREAKERS' BALL"
Saturday, Oct. 31
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FOCUS

End o·f the road in siC'1ht
Clinton discusses his plan
By LEIGH LANDINI

Other major Kentucl

Education

Auoclate Edltot'

With just a few more days left in the
presidential race, candidates are making
last.minute campaign stops to talk about
issues. Bill Clinton has focused on issues
throughout his campaign.

Urban Renewal
In the area ·o f crime, Clinton wants to
put 100,000 police officers on the streets,
and create a National Police Corps. He
also advocates the expansion of
· community police forces, funding more
drug treatment programs and establishing
community •boot camps" for first-time
non-violent offenders.
•Clinton also wants to create urban
enterprise zones in troubled inner-city
areas if companies are willing to take
responsibility. Taxes and regulations will
be minimized to provide incentives to the
businesses that choose this option.

Private investment
A decade ago, the United States spent
$400 more per person than Japan, but
now the figure has reversed. Clinton calls
for helping businesses compete in a global
environment by providing targeted
investment tax credits to encourage
investment in new plants and equipment
for this country.
He would also create a civilian research
and development agency to help
businesses and universities unite in
developing future technologies.

Welfare
Clinton's plan for families includes

Iii U.S. Senate

The most striking aspect of Clinton's
educational plan is refonn for grades K-12
in public schools and that each pupil has
a chance at a -world-class education." He
wants to enact tougher standards and a
A rally for western Kentucky
national examination process in core
Democrats will be Monday at 6:30
subjects of math and science. He also
p.m. at the Kentucky Dam Activities
wants children to have a chance to attend
Center. Organizers hope for a
the school of their choice, and he wants
representative from the Clinton /Gore
parents to work closely with their children
in education.
campaign.
For higher education, he wants to
strengthening t em an
reaking the establish the National Service Trust Fund
cycle of welfare dependency. He wants to that would replace the existing student
expand earned income tax credit that will loan program. For this fund , students
insure that no working family will raise would be able to borrow money for college
their children below the poverty level. The and then repay the loan through
credit would make up the difference community service.
between earnings and poverty level. Part.
Clinton also wants to establish a Youth
time workers would also be included in Opportunity Corps to give high-school
this plan as an incentive to get them to dropouts a secona chance in their
work.
communities
and
a
National
He proposes that the government lower Apprenticeship program.
the tax burden on the middle class. Middle
class taxpayers would have an option of Health Care
choosing between tax credit for their
children or a significant reduction in their
Health care costs are now the leading
taxes.
cause of bankruptcy in businesses, and
Clinton wants to crack down on Americans will spend $249 billion on
deadbeat parents by reporting these health care this year. Because of these
persons to credit agencies and use the facts, Clinton advocates changing
Internal Revenue Service to collect child America's health care plans by controlling
support payments and make it a felony to costs, reducing paperwork and cracking
cross state lines to avoid payment of down on insurance company practices.
support.
He would require companies to insure
For welfare, he wants to replace the their employees with some federal
current system with a new system that assistance in the early part of the
would make welfare recipients more open program. Health care providers will have
to the possibility of working and getting incentives to reduce costs and improve
offthe system.
coverage plans.
For national spending caps, Clinton
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Sen. Wtndell ford (D)
lncult'Cent ot 18 yeare; •rves aa

• (R)

.

• Fourth Congressional

..

District

Tom a.rrow (D)

Rep. Jim Bunning (R)
four-term InCumbent
Dr. Floyd Poore (D)
j)hysic:lan; former cancldaa8 for

bualneaarnan from Ballard County

goyetnOf'

• First Congressional
·· District
who ~Incumbent Carroll
Hubbard in May's pr1mary

• Fifth Congressional
DistriCt

Steve HamriCk (R)
preacher and bOok aaleernan from

Rep. Harold "Haa" Rogers (R)
slx·term Incumbent; ~r of the
House ~Ilona COIMllttee
John Doug HayMt (D)

~pldn$VIIIe; graduatlf ot MucTa.Y
Stale- Unlwnllty :
,

c •

•

..

• ·secc)nd COngressional
District ~<: • ' ··

Rep~ WUII.am Natc:her (D)
.
~-year~ l~nt 9t 39 v._ara:

··<

· · two-term &tate repre- ,

sentativ

aaalatant.rri8jorfty Whip
David Williams (R)
former a1a1e senator'
'

·aces

former aaorney; .._ senatOr.
• defeated a host of challerlger. tn the

primary Including Cerol Brown ·.

'

Hubtlard; wife ot Flrfl Dl$irltt c~

:~ dl~. ot ihe'·H<»Ua. Ap. . ~rfl*'ll*l OarroiiH~bbat,d / r~
· ~ COm!111t* ·'
·
·'
, · .
:=:· Brut:! aartley,(R)
..
• Sixth Consaresslo~t '
. 25-~-old (tlugow <»liege student District ' ' ·

.

• Third ¢ongresslonal

Scotty Baeiler (D)
,
Lexington' mayor tor 11 yeara

District
Rep. Romano ~ (D)
lncul\'lbiWrt d 22,...

Dr. Chuc:k Elllnglf' (R)
University of ~ den11stry
ptOfQI«

wants to abolish the Health
Care Financing Administration an<t. replace it with a
standards board composed of
government,
consumers,
businesses and industry that
would establish a health' care
budget and outline a core
benefits package.
To reduce pape~o~ ll
would replace complr~of:als

with simplified financial forms
and a steamlined billing
p.roce88.
Americans would also be
promised a basic health
benefits package that would
include ambulatory physician
care, inpatient hospital care,
_Btescription durgs and mental

!flwth care.

Will politicians learn from negative campaigning?
For the past two weeks, The
Murra.Y. State News has
presen~d tliJissues of an .
three major party candidates
in an effort to help voters make
an educated decision about the
next American president.
Although we presented just
the issues, taken from the
respective platforms, voters
were still bombarded with one
issue that is a non-issue character. Is character really a
campaign issue?
Evidently, the Bush
campaign believes it is. In
most of the recent presidential

debates, Bush has tried to
raise the issue of Democrat Bill COMMENTARY
Clinton's Character instead of
prim8rilY focusing on the Teal
issues. Bush's approach
LEIGH
seemed to have baclmred in
LANDINI
the debate in Richmond, Va.,
Assadate
when the 209 undecided voters
Editor
told the candidates that they
are not interested in the "mudslinging" of the race.
non-issue of a person's
Although the people want
personal traits, instead of
issues, Bush renewed his claim actually outlining a specific
that Clinton's character was an plan for economic growth.
issue during his campaign
This week also brought
rally in Paducah earlier this
allegations by Ross Perot that
week. He keeps harping on the the Republicans pulled "dirty

Perot pushes issues ahead
By ANDREA JONES
Staff Writer

United We Stand: How We Can Take Back
Our Country ., the book by presidential
candidate, Rosa Perot, outlines his issues.

struggling to get off welfare. Enable people who
work to see immediately the positive results in
higher income.

tricks" on members of his
immediate family. These
allegations h ave not yet been
proven, but it oj>ened a new
chapter in mud-slinging in this
race.
In my opinion, take it for
what it's worth, a person's
personal traits are important
to a certain extent, but these
traits should not be the entire
focus of the campaign. The
focus, for all three candidates
this year, should have been
sb..i.fted completely away from
the non-issues of character,
draft-dodging and dirty tricks,

there was an old country farm
house in. war JI'farmland
area
T
) U':l
that was .fUpposed to depiCt
this area. It 8aid that • 4
Kentucky could not afford to
elect Clinton-Gore.
Campaigning can get downright nasty, but I resented the
fact that the Republican ticket
thinks that this area is just old
farmland.
In the future, I sincerely
hope that politicians will focus
completely on the issues and
ignore negative personal
attacks that actually do more.
harm than good.

Bush's final campaigning
accelerates into high gear

Drugs
By SHANNON BARNHILL

Energy

and to the real issues of the
economy, education, crime,
foreign relations and urbflD.
renewal These issues are more
likely to affect a normal citizen
on a more routine basis than
the president's personal traits.
In addition to the non-issue
of character, I opened my
mailbox Wednesday to find a
brochure that was printed by
the Republican National
Committee that I found to be
demeaning to people of
Western Kentucky. This
brochure had a picture of
Clinton on the front and inside

1) Apply all appropriate statutes to prosecute

gangs and ask prosecutors and U.S. attorneys
what other legal tools are needed.
East.
2) Mandate life sentences without parole to
2) Increase research to obtain clean-coal
persons
convicted of three violent crimes,
technology.
3) Develop safe standard modular reactors regardleBS of age.
3) Make literacy and marketable skill a
and expand research and education regarding
precondition for release from prison for
nuclear waste disposal.
criminals convicted of violent crimes.
4) Make federal facilities available (former
Education
military bases) to establish rehabilitation
!)Establish comprehensive preschool centers for youths convicted of drug abuse or
programs.
violent crimes.
2) Spend federal dollars to spread programs
5) Combine public/ private experience in
that work. *No more studies. Implement plans diverting gang members from criminal
that work."
enterprises to legal profit-making enterprises.
3) Empower parents to choose which school
their children go to in their district.
Health Care
4) Restore local autonomy with accountability.
Do not bind principals with regulations nor
1) Establish a national health board as an
allow incompetents.
5) Establish national standards and measure independent federal agency to oversee cost
containment and comprehensive health-care
results. "Make learning the first priority."
6) Treat teachers as respected professionals reform efforts.
by increasing pay and community recognition;
2) Establish a national health policy.
reexamining the certification process and
3) Reach a consensus on a set of principles for
encouraging
non-commissioned
and reform,
commissioned officers of the military that enter
4) Determine the basic benefit package for
the civilian job market , as the defense universal coverage and appropriate tax
department decreases, to become teachers in treatment of health benefits.
inner city schools.
5) Ask states to submit comprehensive health7) Make better use of school buildings by
care reform proposals that meet agreed upon
using them for day care centers, adult literacy principles and cost.containment targets.
teaching and routine medical clinics before and
6) Change federal rules to allow states the
after school hours.
necessary flexibility to conduct pilot programs.
Inner Cities
Perot promises to change the country by these
1) Create enterprise zones. Provide tax guidelines. He insists on the participation of the
incentives to induce companies to create jobs.
American people by voting and staying
2) Px-ovide income incentives to fami lies informed through his •Electronic Town Hall"
1) Cut imports such as oil from the Middle

Staff Writer

As the opinion polls continue
to show President George Bush

lagging behind Democrat Bill
Clinton, Bush continues to
discuss issues and Clinton's
character.

Education
Bush, who once called
himself the "education
president"' proposes a $600
million "'GI Bill for Children."
This bill would give middle and
low-income fa milies up to
$1,000 in tu~ tion aid for
private or parochial schools.
Bush is an advocate of national
academic testing, and has also
proposed $1 million grants to
build experimental schools in
each of the 435 congresaional
districts plus two additional
"break the mold" schools in
each state.

Trade
Bush recently concluded the
North American Free Trade
Agreement with Canada and
Mexico. He wants to conclude
global trade talks under the
General 'Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade, and he also began
the North American Free
Trade Agreement. He has
expanded the use of subsidies

Campaign fever
President George Bush
brought his campaign to
the Purchase area
Tuesday Wit~ a stop in
Paducah.:The rally

attnilcted more than
1o,ooo ~pie. See
related story 'on front
page. v Jt · ·

abroa to obtain new markets
for the sale of American grain.
He opposes the "Super 301"
legislation that would allbw
the government to retaliate
against nations that do not
meet certain standards of
open trade.

Welfare
Bush proposes giving states
more freedom to experiment
with plans to limit the time
families spend on welfare. He
would encourage savings by
allowing welfare families to
put into an escrow account the
amount of money their aid is
reduced when the head of the
family takes a job.
He proposes expanded
support for private welfare-towork plans. Bush also wants
to raise to the asset value for

families on welfare from
$1,000 to $10,000.

Health Care
Bush proposes tax credits
and deductions to help
middle- and low-income
.families afford health care. He
has called for insurance
market reforms including a
measure that would bar
companies from dropping or
denying coverage to people
with medical conditions. He
also wants to limit damages
awarded in malpractice suits.

Crime
He supports the death
penalty for certain federal
offenses and reforms in the
exclusionary rule to allow
more items seized in searches
to be allowed as evidence. He
also supports a mandatory
minimum sentence for felons
possessing firearms.
One of his proposals is a
$500 million 'Weed and Seed"
program giving neighbors
more law-enforcement to help
cut crime, and also wants
more funds dedicated for
social services. He also wants
more FBI agents assigned to
help combat gang warfare.

A closer look at issues in the news
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Newspapers
give bedding
to animals
By S. K. PURDOM
Reporter

Photo by JAMES LOCKWOOD

TRAFFIC TROUBLES
Mike Jump of the Murray Pollee Department reports on the scene of a wreck
at 16th and Main Tuesday between L.J. Hortln of Murray and Elizabeth
Samuel of Clinton. There were minor Injuries to Samuel. · No charges were
flied.

Changes in policy proposed
Program and departmental
challenge examinations at
Murray State. The English
department also awards credit
to those students who score a 26
or above on the verbal section of
the ACT.
English professor Bill ·
Lalicker said students can earn
six hours credit f'or English 101
and English 102 if they score
600 on the CLEP exam and
score high enough on an essay
submitted to the department.
However, he said there is no
CLEP standard for earning just
three hours of credit for English

By KELL V MENSER
Staff Writer

A basic purpose of any university is to offer its students the
best possible educational opportunities. The depart.m~nt of
English is attempting to do just
that with a proposal to change
existing policies regarding
credit by examination.
According to the 1992·1993
undergraduate bulletin,
undergraduate residence credit
may be earned through the Ad·
vanced Placement Program,
College Level Examination

101: a student either receives
six hours or none.
Lalicker said both the CLEP
test and the ACT requirement
have been reviewed by the ex·
ecutive committee of the
department. The committee has
submitted a proposal to the
undergraduate studies commit·
tee of the Academic Council in
which the ACT standard would
be raised to 30.
Qualified students would
receive three credit hours and
the option of entering English
104, an honors course.

Through a new recycling
plan collaborated by the City
of Murray and Murray State
University, animals housed
at the Exposition Center will
have a new bedding made
from shredded recycled newspaper.
MSU's recycling program
originated in October 1990
through the help of various
organizations on campus
volunteering their help. A
project organized by the
Student Senate division of the
Student Government Association, helped start the
program by assigning a subcommittee to decide the
locations of the receptacles
seen throughout the campus.
Legislation guidelines now
require the program to find
alternate methods to .recycle
products that already contain
recycled content.
"High-grade quality paper
that already
contains
recycled content has to find
another alternative use," said
Wayne Harper, associate
director for building services
and ground maintenance.
"A grant that was given to
the city of Murray is being
utilized to implement other
methods.''
Don Elias, Murray's city
planner, outlined the future
plans of the program with the
use of the alloted monies from

•

Pholo by JUD COOK

Jeff Smith, a sophomore accounting major
helps out the recycling effort by using one
receptacles on campus designated for
Murray State's recycling program began
1990 .

the city's grant.
"The state of Kentucky
provides up to $50,000 in
grants
for
recycling
opportunities," he said. "Up to
$20,000 of this money was
used to purchase a papershredding machine to aid in

from Murray
of the many
paper only.
in October

an animal bedding project at
the Exposition Center. Also,
a large brush-chipping
machine, a truck and a
spreader box that will crunch
leaves to be used as fertilizer
will be purchased, for MSU 's
recycling program."
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Boo-tiful pumpkin carving made easy
BOO I
'Tis the season for ghosts and gboulies and things that go bump in t.he night, and to celebrate,
The Murray State News would like to offer handy hints on carving the quintessential cucurbita
pepo . Simply put, welcome to Jack-o-lantern 101. When choosing the raw material for your
sculpture, remember to make sure it is the carving variety, not the cooking type!

1. Begin your sculpture by
drawing the desired design
on the pumpkin. A black
felt-tip marker works best.

That is all there is to carving a jack-o-lantem. Happy Halloween from The Murray State
News and once again, BOO! Special thanks io sta1f members Rob Hart and Cheri Stua rt for
demonstrating their exceptional carving techniques.

3. Remove the filling care2. Next, cut out the top of the pumpkin with a knife.
Remember, the opening has to be large enough to
Insert your hand. Remove the plug and trim the bottom.

Photos by RON RUGGLES
fully. Once all the lrrsida
has been removed, begin 4. Finally, trim any excess out of the face. A candle can
carving the face. Be careful then be Inserted to give It a spooky glow, but be careful
not to cut yourself.
not to burn yourself when Inserting lt.

Delicious recipes provide Use for left-ovef ~umpkirJ
By AMY HELM
Campus Life Ed!IOr

Ever wondered what to do
with the fruit of the pumpkin
when carving? Instead of
tossing the inside away, try
some of these recipes that are
not only nutritious, but
delicious!
Kathy Timmons, instructor
in the department of home
economics and a nutritionist,
said pumpkin is low in
calories and fat.
"One cup of cooked pumpkin
has 50 calories and less than a
gram of fat, " Timmons said.
"Pumpkin is a good source of
potassium and vitamin A."
Calorie counters should not
worry about the amount of

~~~--~----,·~~~t-~~~-~~-~-CREAMY PUMPKIN PIE
FAMOUS PUMPKIN PIE
1 pkg. (six-serving) vanilla instant pudding
1 c. pumpkin
112 c. cold milk
1 t . pumpkin pie spice
3 112 c. whipped topping
1 graham cracker pie crust
Combine pumpkin, milk, pudding mix and pumpkin pie
spice in a small mixing bowl. Blend with a wire whisk or
electric mixer for one minute. Fold in 2 1/2 cups of the
whipped topping. Spoon into cruet. .Freeze until firm, about
four hours. Top with remaining whipped topping.

2 eggs, slightly beaten
16 oz. pumpkin
814 c. sugar
lJ2 t. salt
1 /4 t. ground ginger
1 t. ground cinnamon
114 t. ground cloves
1 112 undiluted evaporated milk
1 9-inch unbaked pie
shell
Preheat oven to 426 degrees. Mix tilling ingredients in
order given. Pour into pie shell. Bake for 16 minutes.
Reduce heat to 360 degrees; continue baking for 46 minutes
or until knife inserted near the center comes out clean. Cool
completely. Garnish, if desired, with whipped topping.

PECAN PUMPKIN PIE
3 eggs
112 c. sugar
113 c. sugar
1 c. pumpkin
3 T. melted butter
112 t. vanilla
1 t. pumpkin pie spice
1 c. pecan halves
2/3 c. corn syrup
1 unbaked 9-inch pie shell
Stir together one slightly beaten egg, pumpkin, 113 c. sugar
and pie spice. Spread along the bottom of the pie shell.
Combine two beaten eggs, com syrup, lJ2 c. sugar, butter and
vanilla. Stir in nuts. Spoon over pumpkin mixture. Bake in
moderate oven at 360 degrees for 60 minutes or until filling
is set.

CRANBERRY PUMPKIN BREAD
2 slightly beaten eggs
2 c. sugar
112 t. aa1t
1 T. pumpkin pie spice
ll2 c. salad oil 2 114 c. flour
1 c. pumpkin
1 c. chopped cranberries
Combine eggs, sugar, oil and pumpkin in a mixing bowl. In
another bowl, combine flour, pie spice and salt. Make a well
in the center and pour in p~pkin mixture. Stir just until
the dry ingredients are moistened. Stir in cranberries.
Spoon batter into two greased loaf pana and bake in a
moderate oven at 350 degrees for one hour or until a toothpick
inserted in the center comes out clean.

calories because they com e
from complex carbohydrates.
When using pumpkin t o
make a pie· or other des sert,
Timmons said you can make
it lighter by using evaporated
skim milk instead of hea·v y
cream.
"Most of the recipes that use
pumpkin are sweet because
pumpkin needs some kind of
flavor," she said.
~
Also, the pumpkin seeds
be toasted.
"Just toast them and put a
little salt on. them," Timmons
said.
Among the popular recipes
which call for pumpkin a r e
pies, cakes, cookies a nd
breads.

can:

PUMPKIN CAKE
4 eggs
2 c. sugar
1 c. salad oil
2 c. flour
2 t. cinnamon
2 c. pumpkin
Beat eggs and sugar until light and well blended. Add oil,
continuing to beat. Stir dry ingredients together and
thoroughly beat them into the egg mixture. Add pumpkin,
mixing well. Pour into greased and floured cake pan. Bake
at 360 degrees for 56 minutes. Let cool. Serve' plain or frost
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A SliCE OF LIFE
~Halloween memories
Remember when you would scramble into
your Halloween costume, grab your goodie bag
and run outside to begin collecting candy?
Unfortunately, these industrious students
sometimes ended up with candy they.disliked.
"Where I live, we used to get a kind of candy
made with a mixture of popcorn and syrup, said
Amy Ramsey, a freshman organizational communications major from Omaha, Ill. "I hated
getting that kind of candy."
Story on page 8
ft

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

Charity trlck-or~treat

Costume contest

Instead of looking for the typical candy
treats, this Halloween, members of
Alpha Delta Pi social sorority and Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity are hitting the
streets in search of items for the Ronald
McDonald House.
"We are getting dressed up and going
trick-or-treating with the ATOs in various neighborhoods in Murray to collect
kitchen items, toiletries, toys, crayons,
coloring books and monetary donations," said Stephanie Lush, Alpha Delta
Pi president.
.
This event will mark the end of the
annual AD Pi 500 fundraiser.

Anyone visiting Sparks Hall Friday
will notice something a little different
about the staff members.
Instead of seeing suits and dresses,
visitors will see staff members dressed
as ghosts, goblins and witches.
Staff members will participate in the
annual Halloween costume contest.
Judging will begin at 9 a.m.
Awards will be presented at 10 a.m.
on the fifth floor. First and second
places will be awarded to the most
original, scariest, funniest and best
group costume and best floor/office
overall theme. •

- Murray State News
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Students recall fun Celts please spirits
By REV CRAIG
Reporter

By ROBIN CARTER

Eating candy, dressing up
in costumes and playing
tricks are among the fond
memories Murray State
University students have
about
past Halloween
celebrations.
Dressing up in costumes is
a traditional part of
Halloween and students were
eager to participate in this
phase.
Darlene Alley, a sophomore
nursing
major
from
Warfield ,
said
she
remembers dressing up
differently
for
each
Halloween.
"I have dressed up as Dolly
Parton, a wizard and a bunny
rabbit," she said.
Going to haunted houses is
another tradition students
have enjoyed.
"I remember going to
haunted houses dressed as the
Lone Ranger," said Mark
'Kip' Ellington, a senior
finance major from Paducah.
Going door-to-door asking
for candy could yield
different results for children.
Often, a child would end up
with candy that he did not
like . ·
Ellington said he hated
peanut butter taffy. Other
students disliked certain
types of candy too.
"Where I live we used to get
a kind of candy made with a
mixture of popcorn and
syrup," said Amy Ramsey, a
freshman organizational
communications major from
Omaha, Ill.
"I hated getting that kind of
candy," she said.

Staff Writer

Imagine a time when,
once a year, demons and
the souls of the dead roamed the night . All barriers
between your world and
the aupernatuml world
were broken . The "other
world" ruled your own.
The n ig ht was th e
celebration of Samhain,
the last day of t he Celtic
year on Oct . 31, in a ncient
Europe.
The Celtic religion was
based strongly upon the
belief in an other world, a
g roup o f islan d s
somewhere in or under the
ocean. Here, spirits and
god s r ema ined forever
young. Gods were often
ma nifested in nat ure,

One way a child might solve
this problem was through
trading with others.
Charisa Daniels, a senior
a d vertising major from
P adu cah, liked all candy
except peppermint.
"I would trade candy with
my brother or sisters," she
said.
Students celebrated Halloween in unique ways as
children.
Ramsey recalls having
slum ber parties during her
pre-teen years.
''We would play games and
tell stories," she said.

"Sometimes we even played
with the ouija board."
Halloween has been a
memorable experience for
these and other students.
When asked how they
planned to make Halloween
memorable for their children,
they replied with their own
unique ideas.
Ellington said he would
make his child's costumes as
original as possible.
Ramsey planned to have a
haunted house while Daniels
preferred to give a Halloween
party for the neighborhood
ch1ldren and her own child.

Activities
offered to
ease mind
.BY KATHY EIDSON
Staff Wnter

Illustration by J OSHUA WILKES

especially springs and
rivers.
On the last night of the
year, witches were believed to play evil pranks.
Great bonfires were built
to ward off these evil
spirits.
Sacrifices, po s sibly

Halloween happenlngsu:=:wi#blHtM+¥¥¥4&£*
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~· Freakera' Ball ~ Midnight Madnea
Dance, sponsored by
R.H.A., w~l be held from
8 p.m. untll11 p.m. In
the Currls Cenl8r
Ballroom. Prizes wll be
awarded for best
costumes.

The first seuon pniCtlce for
lhe MSU basketball team.
Practice begins at 12:01
a.m., doors open at 10:30
p.m. There will be a costume
contnt and door prizes.

Ghosts, goblins and witches
roaming the streets should not
frighten anyone enough to stay
home this Halloween. There
" I live in an area where I
are many activities both onthink
there will be lots of kids
campus and off-campus that
coming
for candy,'' he said.
will help keep your mind ofT
Price
Coakley, a senior enany ghoulish creatw·es.
vironmental engineering
David F ields, a freshman technology major from Calvert
physical therapy major from City, is sitting at home, but not
MutTay, said he is spending to hand out candy to children.
Halloween night going t o
"My roommate and I are havhaunted houses at'd then home
to p ass out candy to ing a Halloween party on
Saturday night,'' Coakley said.
t rick-or-treaters.

-tcz:TEcz:..z:; e rs

Murray store wD1 be moving back to
Mayfield location due to family Dlness
Bring this ad &: receive
purchase.
Thank

l()OA) off any

you for your business.
-Siiirky
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Cherokee Trading P ost
Jean Jamboree
Recycled Jeans
$5.99 ·
1st Quality T-shirts with Transfers
$7.00

(applied tn store)

Murray State - UK - many others

Moccasins, Jewelry, Pottery
& much more
ornNDAILY9AM 105P.M
WEE<ENDS~105 P.M

~

We had a blast at the
Fall Festival
and we're ready for a
Great Mixer!
Love,
'Ilie Sisters of
.flllplia 'De(ta Pi

Golden opportunities
are made of silver.
Golden nursing opportunities come with the silver
Air Force emblem. Indeed, the Air Force shapes a
sophisticated medical environment that helps you
learn, advances your education and develops your
professionalism to a higher standard. Discover travel,
excitment. .. and the respect you'll know serving your
country as an Air Force officer.
See why so many outstanding
nursing professionals choose
to wear the silver emblem of
the Air Force nurse Bachelor's
degree required.

..

USAF HEALTil PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE 1-800-423-USAF
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MSU students have no reason to spend Halloween at home with
th! events being host~ Saturday night.
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human, were made to
please the supernat ural
spirits.
Celebrated only by the
Celtic areas of Britain, including Ireland, Scotland,
Wales and northern
England, Christians tried
to diminish the
significance of the celebration by inventing a holiday of their own on Nov.l,
All Saints' Day.
All Saints' Eve, or
Allhallows Eve, on Oct. 31
was intended to take the
place of Samhain, but
many of the rituals of the
Celtic celebration have
been incorporated into the
celebration of Allhallows
Eve. It gradually became
Halloween as we know it
today.

MAIN OFACE,srn & MAIN • NORTii BRANCH, 12TH & CHFSINUT
SOUTH BRANCH, 12TH & SI'ORY• MSUTELLER MACHINE, CURRJS CENTER
PHONE: 753-3231 • TIME & TEMPERAlURE: i53-6363

UCB Movln
HlllowMn l at10:30
p.m.; HllllowMn II lit
12:30 a.m. Adrnllllon
la $1 8tld movlnwll
be lhown In the Cunta
Center n.u..

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY~

Anot.her activity on Hall~
ween 1s a reggae party spon 1
sored by the Caribbean Club,
starting at 10 p.m. at Pete's
Place, near Jr. Food Mart.
"We will have all of the
Caribbean food you can eat for:
$3,'' said Terry Harewood, a
senior journalism major from
Barbados.
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Kids anticipate candy Classics, war, moVies ·
provide co stu me ideas
By JIMMIE BROOKS
Reporter

Halloween candy has been
one of the most popular items
given to children all across
America on Oct. 31. But even
though it's good, people should
, make sure the candy has not
been tampered with.
Larry Elkins, chief of police
of the Murray Police
Department, said there have

not been any reports of bad
Halloween candy in Murray,
only suspicion.

But be suggests children
and their parents check their
bags before eating any candy.
Children in Murray look
forward to having a good time
on Halloween by trick-ortreating and 'goofmg off
with their friends.

Leigh Ann Yates, a 14-yearold Murray resident, said she
is aware of the problem with
bad · candy, but she enjoys
something else worth more
than a bag full of candy.

"I like being with my
friends and goofing off,"
Yates said. "This year will be
the first year my parents are
not going with me so I'll be
with just my friends."

International students·find
IHalloween strange, baffling
I

~

By PENNY RIDENOUR

L

Reporter

With the night of ghosts and
_ ghouls approaching Saturday,
: many students are preparing
: for a fun-filled night of
trickery. Others are not.
Ruth Jackson,
international student adviser, said
although many cultures bold
celebrations honoring the
dead, Halloween is an
intriguing, interesting and
baffling event to the
,_. international students.
,.. "I have never had a student
say, 'Oh yes, that's like what
• we have at home,"' she said.
Marcie Johnson, interim
•' director for the center for
international programs, s aid
that Halloween celebrates the
terror of the dead.
"
"Eastern cultures regard
.• the dead with much more
' tenderness, friendliness and

Illustration by JOSHUA WILKES

graciousness," she said.
Johnson cited the customs of
leaving food on the side of the
road for a hungry ghost and
floating candles on the water
so that a ghost might find his
way.
Carol Lin, a graduate
student
in
business
administration from Tainan,
Taiwan, said this would be
her first Halloween.

Anna Cherry, a senior
public relations major from
Castries, St. Lucia, said
Halloween is fun.
''People get to act crazy and
do thizlgs not expected of
them," she said. "It's like a
funny Christmas."
Seibert Straugn, a senior
physical education major
from St. Phillip, Barbados,
said there is a celebration on
Halloween involving parties
and costumes, but none of the
pranks that usually occur on ·
the holiday.
"Some of it could be
dangerous," Straugn said. "If
you don't be careful, people
could get hurt."
Still, some people have no
idea what all the fuss is about.
James Zhang, a graduate
student in manufacturing
engineering from ShangHai, China, said he knew
nothing about the holiday.

!Y JENNIFER DONIA
Reporter

Since its release in movie
theaters, Batman has set
many trends--including this
year's Halloween costumes.
Holly Grant, manager of
Rental Enterprises i n
Paducah, said Batman and
Catwoman costumes are by
far the most popular choices
among children and adults
for this year's Halloween
festivities.
"We 've
sold out of
everything," said Jason
Young, Wal-Mart employee,
when be referred to Batman
costumes and accessories.
Grant and Young agreed
'the classics' such as
Raggedy Ann and Andy,
harem girls, Dracula and
pirates are still popular
choices.
Grant said Revolutionary
War and Civil War soldiers
are also popular this year.
Children most definitely
prefer masks to make-up,
Young said.
"It's a split down the
middle ,"
Grant
said .
"Women tend to prefer makeup; small children and men
like to hide behind
masks."
.
This year, college students
are interested in buying
Halloween costumes for
mixers, parties and just going
out on Halloween , Young
said.
A popular addition to that
special costume is colored

Ann Elizondo, a graduate student studying radio/TV
from Chandler, 'Ariz., searches for the perfect disguise.
hairsprays and facial paints,
Grant said.
With all the fun of dressing
up for Halloween, safety
should not be overlooked,
especially with J 1 tIii
voung
""'
children.
g
Children's costumes should
always be flame-.r..!~f~cJ~nt
and include reflectors of some
kind, Grant said.

Children should also carry
flashlights or light sticks,
Young said.
Adults need to be cautious as
well. They need to be careful
of long, flowing costumes if
they are going to a social
function, and all mask s
should be well-ventilated and
let the wearer maintain good
visibility, Grant said.

Treas Lu.n1ber
I

A Full Une of Paint, Lumber, and Concrete Blocb for
Those Custom Shelf Units

10% OFF for MSU FACULTY·&" STUDENTS

Weeldy Speclal:
$2.49

mi'{.er!

Large Hamburger, Fries, Medium Drink
(GOOD 11 / 2/ 92 -11 / 7/ 92)

THE JIII..AC!E Ann' FANCY Bt1f SHO IS GOOD FOOD!

806 Chestnut

753·0045

*Excluded: Sales Items, Cash and Carry,
and Special Orders
We {eve you ali,
'l1ie Sisters of
Theta Cfti 'De{ta

Health Trivia and Brain Teasers from Health Line- 2-3809
1. The quickest way to cure a cold is to take an antibiotic.
2. SmoKers are more likely than non-smokers to catch a cold.
3. The best ways to prevent the spread of cold~ are: careful ~andwashing
and covering the mouth and nose when co-q.ghing and.sneezmg.
4. All sore throats are Strep Throats.
5. The Epstein-Barr virus causes the common cold.

AU written submissions which are co"ect will receive afree apple. Must be submitted
to Health Services (Wells HalO by 4p.m. on Nov. 2.
Open to students, faculty and staff!
IX
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

'Heights' doesn't soar

1'1 \1\.1"1
KRIS
LAWRENCE

MsSnd

By KRIS LAWRENCE

Entertainment

Arts and Entertainment Editor

Editor

REVIEW
The Height• may be just a
bit of a misnomer.
The band/show would have
been more correctly called
The Middks. Although it does
reach for the proverbial
heights, it seldom finds them.
The self-titled CD, the
soundtrack from the Fox
television
aeries,
was
released last week. The first
single, How Do You Talk To
an Angel, is already the No. 4
song in the nation.
Is there another song on the
CD that could crack the top 10?
Probably not.
Would I have actually spent
money on the CD? Again,
probably not. But I am glad I
have a copy of it.
The main problem with The
Heights is that it wames
b etween different musical
styles more than Bill Clinton
when asked about the draft.
About the only genres The
Heights doesn't hit are rap,
reggae and country. Blues,
ballads, pseudo-hard rock,
alternative
and
easy
lis tening songs are thrown
into the heterogeneous mix.
The result has the typical
soundtrack shortfall: it's just
all over the place.
a
Des pite its shortcomings,•
ther e are some very good

Ot

Don't
consent
to 'Adults'
Last week I found myself
with my fint free night in
weeks so I finally got around
to seeing Under Seige, but
with one catch: my roommate ·
also made me go see ,
Consenting Adulu.
Let me start by saying that ·
no free-thinking adult llhould
conaent to
Contenting •
Adults . The movie ranks •
right up there with SpacebalU '
and The Karate Kid Ul aa
some of the worst momenta ,
ever captured on film.
The plot is way too ,
predictable; it's a cliche of a '
cliche. You know a rum
Photo courtesy of FOX TELEVISION should never have been made
if the combined talents of
NBC series Hull High, is Kevin Kline and Mary .
playing sax as well as it Elizabeth Mastrantonio can't
sounds on the album. Come salvage it.
on .
This was the first movie I
Despite the success of the had eeen aince The Door~ that
show's music, the future of the had me looking at my watch
series is in limbo. Several every 10 minutes. To alter a
recent news reports say that phrase from Wayne's World,
The Heights is about to be if Consenting Adults were an
canceled.
ice cream flavor it would be
pralines and crap.
For a Steven Segal film,
Under Siege waa incredibly
good. As far as normal
tlle-.lear. If we could guarantee movies go, it was averap.
tf ttl:~ -wrtte!'F'-'thdfi't
lftlt mtthe10ea'ts would be sold,
we'd book concer ts like that."
insisted on trying to add
Hawkins said that concert comic relief, the movie could
ticket prices are based entirely have been a classic. Thia
on the number of seat s trend works well for Bruce
available and the cost of the Willis, as be has previous
performer. He said that SGA comedic experience. In Under
has lost as much as $20,000 on
entertainers such as Sinbad Siege, however, it threatens to
when students did not buy sink the film deeper than the
Titanic.
tickets.
Hawkins also said that of the
Most of the plot was
71 tickets sold for Whiteheart, contrived, but extremely well
only about 25 were MSU stuperformed. Erika Eleniak
dent tickets.
added
a lot to the film with her
"Other schools are able to
Playboy
centerfold character
book larger concerts because
and
Tommy
Lee Jonee also
students will attend," H awkins
said. "Until we can be sure that turned in a decent, if not
believable ,
we can sell these tickets, we neceuarily
performance
as
the
head of the
just can't afford to book huge
terrorists.
names."
UCB is now working to book
The bottom line is, Under
Carrot Top, a national come- S iege wae good, Consentin6
dian, for a December appearance. Publicity and tickets Adults wasn't. Both movies
sales will begin as soon as the would have been better,
contracts are signed for t he though, if they had awitcbed
leading men. It's about time
concert.
Steven
Segal took on a non"I hope a lot of people come to
agressive
role and Kevin
this concert," Van Horn said. " I
know this is a very funny come- Kilne would have been just
dian, and should be fun for plain funny as an ex-Navy
everyone."
SEAL.

seem.

songs on The Heights.
sounds eerily like the preThe moat obvious of the Yoko Beatles.
Nat a lie is a good song, but
commendable songs is How
Do You Talk To an Angel. If it's really almost too surreal
yoy. haven't heard it by now, for rock music.
And now for the hokey.
~~ou shouldn't have made
Common
Ground and
it this far into the review.
~pu.nne has a 120 Minutes Battleground, two completely
alter-native kind of feel and different arrangements of the
The Man You Used to Be same song, just don't quite cut

it. I saw the episode the songs
were taken from and it wasn't
very rood either.
According to the show's
publicists, each cast member
playa his or her own
instrument. I will believe a
lot of things, but I just don't
buy that Cheryl Pollak,
formerly of the short-lived

'Notations' offers students UCB looks for practical concerts
creative liter:aJ¥-outlet
By SHANNON BARNHILL
Staff Wrttef'l

By HERB BANKS
Staff Wnter

The nearly forgotten literary
magazine published by Murray
State University students is in
the process of making a return
to the ca mpus a nd th e
community.
Notation.'/ has been a Murray
State tradi t ion since the
mid-1970s, but h as not been
seen on campus the last couple
of years, due to a lack of student
interest.
Squire Ba bcock, a visiting instructor from England, said,
··Notations is a staff-esta blished
publication wh ic h mixes
English with the arts.
''I think Notations is an important vehicle for Murray
State stude nts t o express
themselves and to be known to
the public."
Magazine managing editor
Colleen Dieckmann said, "We
hope to make Notations a yearly project and to esta blish it as
a student organization with
editors and publishers as our officers instead of presidents and
secretaries."

Notation s is a s tudent·
oriented magazine wh ic h
features short fiction, poetry,
creative essays and certain
types of art such as black-andwhite photographs and ink
drawings.
It's being revived by 20
students and two academic
advisers.
Babcock said the students are
doing all the work, and the advisers are available to help
guide them in t h e r ight
direction.
Murray State students are encouraged to become involved
with the publication.
Students may submit works
to be considered for publication
by sending them to Notations,
the English department, Faculty ~11, MSU. The deadline for
all first-edition submissions is .

Dec. 1.
Free distribution of t he
magazine will begin April 1,
1993. Copies may be picked up
in the English department and
other locations on campus.

As many of you know, the
''Students have to
Whiteheart concert scheduled
understand that
for this month was cancelled
last week. Only 71 of a possible
big-name bands
1,500 tickets were sold.
cost as much as
Plans for more concerts at
Murray State are under way,
$150,000; that's
said Brian Van Horn, UCB
our budget for the
president.
"We stood to lose as much as
year.''
$20,000 on t he Whiteheart con- Jason Hawkins
cert. There's no reason to lose
that much on just one event and
blow our budget for the year ,"
Van Horn said.
out to the community, but with
Why then does it seem that a rock concert, students aren't
UCB can't get the big-name ar- willing to pay for tickets."
tists to come to MSU?
"The demand for one certain
"Part of the problem lies in
rock band just isn't there," he
participation ," Van Horn said.
"We can't fund huge concerts said. " I don't think we could afourselves, and some students ford one of the bands that might
don't want to pay the pr ice for sell out, the ticket prices would
be outrageous, and there would
the big names."
be little community support.
J as on H aw kin s, SGA
"We are here for the st udents,
treasurer, a senior finance major from Dixon, said t hat the but we can't afford to spend all
budget is the main reason MSU our budget on these concerts.
doesn't book big name rock We're not trying to make
concerts.
mon ey. Studen ts h ave t o
"Really the only big names under st and that big-n a me
we can book are country," he band s cost as mu ch as
said. ''We can guarantee a sell- $150,000; that's our budget for

Two student-directed one:
act playa will be preMDted in'i
Wilson Hall, Nov. 5 and 6
beginning at 7 p.m.
The first of these, The Ltut
Act i8 a Solo, is directed by,
Tiffany Cooper, a senior·
theatre
major
from'
Louiaville. The play is about•
an 85-year-old awardwinning actress who has~
become senile.
The cast includes Beverly
Ann Carter, John Fritts and·
Todd Hatton.
The play bas been aired on
the Arts and Entertainment
Network with Olympia
Dukakis in the lead role.
The
second
play,
Infatuations on the Seventh
Floor , is directed by Angie
Napier, also a senior theatre
major from Louisville.

by: ~5/IUII IA/ILI<ES

Infatua t ions stars Jay
Overton, Mark Barber and
Crystal Joslin.
A glimpse into the entertainment world
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Mahoney departs

JAMES

~~~wooo
Editor

Head coach sees the job change with finances, criticism
By JAMES LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

Truth, coach
leave MSU
Is beauty in the eye of the
beholder?
Is truth in the words of the
speaker?
As rhetorical and poetic as
these words may sound, they
have strong meaning for
those who watched Mike
Mahoney's career at. Murray
State come to an end.
It is true Coach Mahoney
did not possess the best record
that a university who wishes
to be viewed as competitive
would like to have. But, as
one of the players, who just
transferred here, said aft.er
practice Tuesday, "There's a
lot more going on tlian just
football."
That lends us back to the
beginning. What does the
University and President
Ronald J. Kurth want in a
coach and for the team? More
importantly, who was the
catalyst to Tuesday's events?
The answ~r to the latter
could give us an answer to
the first.
From what this reporter
viewed and beard, I cannot
give you an answer to either.
The fact is one source said
Mahoney resigned. One said
he was fired. Somewhere in
the middle is caught t.he truth
and Murray State
University,.
ReasOn would lead-us to
believe that a coach would not
quit a team in the middle of
a season. Those who know
Mahoney believe him not to
be a quitter. So we could
conclude he did not resign.

In the five-plus years Mike
Mahoney coached Murray
State University football, much happened.
Going from a 6-4-1 record
and a share of third in the
Ohio Valley Conference to 2-9
and the cellar, much of
Mahoney's head coaching career could be characterized by
that slide.
"The scope of this job has
changed dramatically since I
became an assistant in 1979,"
he said Tuesday, "and has
changed further since January of 1987 when I became the
head coach.''
Much of the slide, Mahoney
said, had to do with re-

cruiting. Poor recruiting in
1990 and lack of funds to
recruit in 1991 resulted in the
losing records.
Mahoney said as the
University continues to decrease funding for athletics,
recruiting will suffer and so
will the team.
And Mahoney said he will
not recruit before he leaves.
He said he felt it is not right to
spend another coach's money.
The departing coach fu.so
said the commitment of the
school to the program resulted
in his decision. Mahoney,
who has verbally fought for
continued fu.n ding and commitment to the team and his
players, said the attacks on
athletics are unneeded.

.

By JAMES LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

Reaction around campus was
mixed as the announcement of Mike
Mahoney's departure spread.
"He has always been conscious of
the student/athlete, putting the
student/ athlete frrst," said Mike
Strickland, athletic director, in a
press conference Tuesday. "Mike is
a professional and has chosen to
make the appropriate steps."
And that view was reflected by

Mahoney said. "I hope he gets
the chance to be au~ssful. I
hope he gets enough money to
pay his assis~ants, run the

program right and take care
of his players. Those guys are
special and should be treated
as such.

many in the coaching profession
around the University.
"No coach comes in and puts as
much into it and not have it work,"
said Kelly Breazeale, head women's
basketball coach. "He is like every
other coach. You come into the office
and work to win."
Breazeale said it is unfortunate that
the situation has happened because of
his relationship with the players. She
said she knew of Mahoney as a coach
who cared about the well-being of his
players more than anything else.

Bu~ some knew of Mahoney in other
"The exit of the coach might imways.
prove the attitude of the team," he
Mickie Skaggs, a senior physical
said.
education major from Louisville and
Brad Place, a junior horticulture
member of the track team, said he
major from Grand Rapids, Mich.,
knew football players who did not
said something had to be done
have good relationships with the
judging by the fan support.
coach. He said it was those rer "Maybe now we can win some
lationships that brought down the o~1!iJ. games," he said.
team.
BilfRayburn, assistant director for
Titus Awokuse, a graduate student .l~ alumni programs and athletic givfrom Lagos, Nigeria studying econY11 "ih1f;11ia.id 'he hates to see Mahoney
omics, said he knew of similar · leave, but the change might have been
situations.
needed.

Female athletes gain acceptance as stereotypes fade
"I think that they are
relatively free of the 'dumb
jock' image," he said.
Moon
said
women
student athletes do not receive
the recognition they deserve,
even though they have to
balance busy schedules.
By J.M. LANMAN
"I have a lot of respect for
Reporter
female athletes," he said. "I
You have came a long way, 'know what they have to go
baby- or have you?
through to play a sport."
While women teams have
Moon played on the Racer
fought for respect in a male- football team during the 1988dominated athletic world, how 89 seasons.
are women athletes viewed in
Amy Rhodes, a senior
the 19908?
nursing
major
from
"I do not think the female Louisville, and a middleathletes are viewed any hitter on the women's
differently than the male volleyball team, said she
athletes," said Scott Moon, a
thinks there are strong
senior radio-TV production stereotypes.
major from Watertown, N.Y.
"A lot of people think
"There are more similarities women athletes are really
between the two than there are m.ascul.ine, sometimes to the
differences. I do not really point that they think they are
feel there is a stereotype lesbians," she said. "They do
toward female athletes. I do not act like 'girls,' some
not have any stereotypes people think."
toward them."
Yet, she does not think she
Moon does think women has been treated differently.
receive less exposure than
"Generally, people don't
their male counterparts. In think watching women play
his hometown, he said, female is as exciting as watching
sports receive more press men play," she said.
coverage than they do in
Mens' sports are definitely
Kentucky. Here they have given more priority, she said.
been forced to ride in the back
"We just don't bring in
seat to the men's programs.
money
like
(men's)
Moon also said the women basketball
does," Rhodes
have escaped a common said.
stereotype of male athletes.
She also said there is an

This leads us back to the
beginning.
The fact is, the team may
not be pretty, but it is Murray
State's team. It is mndt! up of
students who attend this
University. And this
University is supported by a
Christian community that
values truth.

A cliche goes, "The bigger
the boys, the bigger the toys.''
Whoever is not telling the
truth, realize this University
is not a toy and neither is the
football team. Playing with
the truth is like playing with
frre. When you get caught,
you are going to get burned.

Who's who on the greensJ......-_ __ __.
..
With almost 25t000 golfers
In the.United States. 96.6 :]
pereent>c· of
theiti are .._lte.
.•,. ' .
•

lno. of White golfers: 23;9471
Source: USA TODAY

Mahoney will continue to coach unt il Nov. 22

The Woman Athlete

Rumor has it the Racer
Athletic Association bought
out his contract, but no one
will say. Who does the team
represent, anyway? The
University or the
Association?

0

Photo by J AMES LOCKWOOD

Announcement arouses mixed ·emotions from campus

With one year left on
Mahoney's contract, it w.ould
be foolish to believe the
University bought out his
contract, especially after the
faculty took a two percent pay
cut and the University faces
another budget shortfall.
Besides, Kurth wants to
change the look of Murray
State football fmancially,
and looking for a new coach
at this time may only raise
its cost. We can conclude he
was not fll'ed.

no.ofbteck
golfers: 437

"Everything that comes out
about athletics is negative,"
the veteran coach said.
While be bas tried to be
strong and persevere despite
the attacks, Mahoney said it
has worn him down, not to
mention the players.
And he said talk of moving
the team to Division III would
not benefit the University.
"I think it would hurt the
University to down-rate the
football team," he said.
Mahoney said his departure
and the search for a new coach
might help the team get more
attention than it has under
him. He said more money
could fuel a team that needs
pumping up.
"God bless the next guy,"

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
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Up and down

Being on the winners side of the court for
the majority of the volleyball season has lifted
the players spirits above the net. but a recent
three game road trip has spiked the OVC leaders down to second place. Although the Racers
were recently knocked down, the upcomming
three home matches should lob them back in
perspective to _gain controll of first place once
again in the OVC rankings. Can the Racers
return as Queens of the net?

impression that women
athletes are not as serious
about school as other students.
She said female athletes are
very serious about their
studies.
''Women are supposed to be
ladies,'' said Margaret Cavitt,
a freshman special education
major from Owensboro.
"They are not supposed to go
out and play sports."
She thinks society in
general has this opinion.
She said women who
participate in sports are
viewed as manly, 'not as
feminine as other women,
and when they do break the
traditional female stereotype,
they are oft.en accused of being
lesbian.
"This
is
a
great
misconception," she said.
"Sometimes people assume
things that are not true about
women -in sports."
Cavitt said she enjoys sports
and that her family
encourages her participation
in them.
Melissa Shelton, a junior
therapeutic recreation major
from Albany, N.Y., and
small forward on the
women's basketball team,
does not think she has been
stereotyped.
She said, however, women's
sports receive less attention.
"It is hard to play
sometimes if we have to play

after the men," she said.
"Everybody gets up and
leaves, except for our families
and a few fans," she said.
"People just do not give us a
chance."

•

She said she thinks most
fane enjoy watching women's
ba1 r.etball when they do stay
to watch the games.
Kelly Schaffer, a senior
therapeutic recreation major
from Paducah, said she does
not think ·t here is a bad image
of women's
athletics at
Murray State University.
"They are not viewed'
differently than anybody
else," she said. "Different
people excel at different
things."
She said women are given
the same opportunities in
sports as men and the status
of women's sports
is
improving. She points to the "'
success
of the
MSU
intramural, coed teams as an
example.
Schaffer is active in a
variety of sports.
"I think it all just depends
on the individual," said
Belinda Rubio, a senior art
major from Round Rock,
Texas, and set~r for the
women's volleyball team.
She thinks stereotypes vary
according to the sport and the
individual athlete.

Racers of the Week
The entire Murray State Rifle team
has been named as this week's
Racer's of the Week by The Murray
State News tor their performance in
the Murray State Invitational.
MSU hosted University of Kentucky, University of Tennessee at
Martin and Middle Tennessee State
University in Saturday's match up.
MSUGold blew away UK by
96shells while MSU Blue shot down
UTM Orange by 99 points.
MSU had six members to place in
the top1 0 smallbore standings and sir.
in the top five air rifle standings.

LANCE GOLDHAHN
Captain
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Intramural football enters third week; Breazeale 'relentless' as QB
By JEFF DREWS
Reporter

Women's head basketball coach Kelly Breazeale threw two
touchdowns to lead undefeated Relentless (5-0) to a 24-0 victory over Alpha Delta Pi social sorority (2-4) in the intramural women's football league.
Breazeale constantly evaded the ADPi pass rush and made
several excellent throws. Showing running as well as passing
ability, she dashed down the right sideline for a 20-yard gain
to set up one Relentless touchdown.
The Relentless defense earned its t hird shutout of the
season by stopping the ADPi offense three times on downs
and by intercepting one pass.
"Our defense is designed to take away the football in the
secondary and to apply pressure on the quarterback," said
Antoine Slaughter, a Lexington graduate student majoring
in occupational safety and health.

Ump Killers pull surprise

''The key was to get the sacks early and to pressure the
throw," said Ump Killer star Chris Waldridge J r., an
agronomy major from Shelbyville.

ATOs whip Pikes
Pi Kappa Alpha social fraternity (3-2) suffered a 32-8
beating at the hands of Alpha Tau Omegas social fraternity
(4-0) in the Fraternity League.
The ATOs scored on their opening drive and set the tone for
the blowout. Early-on a Pike drive stalled at the ATO two
yard line. The ATOs moved the ball eight yards and lost
possession on downs, but on the very next play the ATOs in·
tercepted a Pike pass, and the rout was on.
The ATOs would go on to score t hree touchdowns before the
Pikes were able to put the ball into the end zone.

Mitchell leads AOKs

The Ump Killers (3-1) upset the Orange Crush (3-1) in the
Recreation League, 22-6.
Sacks, dropped passes and turnovers haunted the Orange
Crush offense. By halftime the previously undefeated
Photo by JUD COOK Crushers found themselves behind 14-0. In the first half they
had no first downs and no yardage gained.
In the second half, the Orange Crush was plagued with
Allen Rayburn, a sophomre business major from Murray,
controls the ball as the Jukes beat the Tribe Monday night, penalties, losing over 35 yards by that means.
The Ump Killers defense continued its tough play in these19-13. The Jukes are undefeated In the Comp 1 League
cond
half, adding four sacks to give it five for the game.
while the Tribe Is 2-4.

In a game with no surprises, the AOKs (4-2) defeated the
BWAs (0-5) 31-6.
It was a one-woman show for the AOKs, as Darra Mitchell
passed for one touchdown, caught passes for two more, and
rushed for another.
And for good measure, she intercepted two passes.
The BWAs opened up the game with a score, t heir only one
of the night. The AOKs quickly took command of the game
and never relinquished control.

Madness to •treat• fans
By TERRY HAREWOOD
Assistant Sports Editor

When the clock strikes midnight on Saturday, signaling
the end of yet another Halloween Day, the celebration will
officially get underway for the
Murray State University men's
basketball team as the inaugural Midnight Madness tips
off at Racer Arena.
Midnight Madness, a funfilled spectacle put on by the
Racers to commemorate the
first official basketball practice
of the 1992-93 season, will provide fans with an opportunity
to see what the team will look
like this year.
"It is a way for us to kick off
the season with a bang," said
Steve, Rjch, director of
marketing and pr omotions.
"The ~m is anxious and the
fans a'te anxious and everyone
is looking forward to the
season, like every year."

The NCAA prohibits Division
1 teams from opening practice
until Nov.l.
"So the very flrst second the
NCAA allows us to practice we
are going to be out on the
court," Rich said.
In addition to giving fans an
opportunity to see the team in
action, Midnight Madness will
serve as a promotional tool.
t "Itlis out of the ordinary a little bit,'' Rich said. "It is not like
it's a practice at 7 p.m. where
people just stop by to see what
the team is doing.
"It's not unique, but there is
something different about it."
It was head coach Scott
Edgar's idea to have the
celebration.
It was a custom at the University of Arkansas, wher e Ed~
served as an assistant coach for
six years, and he decided to institute it at MSU.
"It is an idea where we are

trying to get some early season
interest and have all the community and the students come
out and meet the new Racers,"
Edgar said.
"We'll have a short half-hour
scrimmage; we are trying to get
the basketball season kicked off
in an enthusiastic at mosphere," he said.
Edgar said the team is really
looking forward to the start of
the season.
"We've had two months of
conditioning and I think
everyone who is returning feels
good with their ac complishments, both in dividually and as a team, and I
think we have some exciting
new players coming from both
junior college and high school,"
he said.
"Hopefully tney will
the
same type of players as they
were where they came from ,
and if they are, then it is going

be

to make this a very exciting
basketball team."
Antoine Teague, a junior
organizational communications
major from Chicago, said the
team is counting down the
seconds before Sunday's
practice.
"I feel like we have worked
pretty hard during the preseason so the guys are excitedly
looking forward to getting the
regular practice sessions
started to show off how hard
we've worked," the 6-foot-10
Teaque said.
Murray State has pocketed
the OVC title for the past five
years , but while Teague
acknowledges the previous success, he said he is mostly excited about the team he is on
tais year.
Admission is $2, or $1 and a
canned food item, to the general
public. MSU students will be
admitted free with a valid ID.

2 for $5.99 Lunch Buffet
or
2 for. $6.99 Dinner Buffet
------------------------·
--------------~
BUFFET SPECIAL
all-you-can-eat
lunch buffets $5 99
•orinks not ihcluded-speclal good through 11-6-92

--BUFFET

I

SPECIAL
2 all-you-can-eat 99
tAP dinner buffets 6

---------------- -

•Drinks not tncluded-special good through 11-6-92

...

----~-------Lunch Buffet: Monday thru Saturday,l1
a.m.-2p.m.: Sunday, noon-2p.m .
Dtnner Buffet: Monday thru Sunday,5p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Must present coupon when ordenng.

For donations, call753-6157
We{ping maRs Cliristmas 6!Jgliter
·
in tlie eyes of a cliiU"

..
)

J
~

'
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,
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Chestnut Street

753-8858
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MSU players do well at tourney

·r

1;

I

Murray State University women tennis players Lana
Allcock and Amy Hall each placed fourth at the Memphis
State Invitational last weekend.
Competing in No. 4 singles, Allcock played well before losing 1-6, 1-6 to Northwestern University's Elvira Spika, while
Hall went under 0-6, 1-6 to Lucy Steele of Southern Illinois
University in No. 5 singles.

Yarbrough brings spark to team

By advancing to the semifmals in the singles' C-bracket,
Murray State University's Scott Yarbrough provided the
MSU men's tennis team with a bright spark when they took
part in the University of Kentucky Fall Invitational in Lexington last weekend.
Yarbrough defeated Tracey Dwire of Bowling Green
; Un iversity and Jason Zuckerman of the University of
Wisconsin, but lost 1-6,5-7 to Neil Donahan ofthe University
of Iowa.

; Expo Center opens to riders
It

The West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center will
be open to riders on Wednesday.
Interested persons may take their horses to the Murray
State University facility from 5-10 p.m. The first two hours
willl>e reserved for inside arena riding only.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Cross-country. Ohio Valley Conference Championships, Ft. Campbell, Saturday, 8 a.m.
1• • Basketball. Midnight Madness, Racer Arena, Sunday, 12:01 a.m.
'•

~ft

t

AROUND TilE OVC
I

t EK~'s Thomas makes OVC ~istory

i

Markus Thomas of Eastern Kentucky University became
the ~11-time leading rusher in Ohio Valley Conference
history Saturday.
The Colonels' tailback gained 141 yards on 22 carries and
scored thfee touchdowns in spearheading Eastern to a 35-9
win over the University of Tennessee-Mal-tin.
Thomas now has 4,468 yards, which erases the previous
mark· 6t 4,421 yards established by Tennessee Tech University•s Lru-ry Schreiber during 1966-1969.

I
l

I
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Trip disables, not ·kills
By JAMES LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

A three-game road trip
turned into the ride of their
life a s th e Murray State
University volleyball team
lost th e lead in the Ohio
Valley Conference Tuesday
night.
Th e down-slide started
Saturday in Richmond when
the Racers lost to Eastern
Kentucky University 15-6, 1115, 15-8, 11-15 and 11-15: .
Coach Brenda Bowlin said,
though, the Colonels were not
the only ones the team was
playing.
"We de fmitely had some
poor calls early that killed us
ment ally," she said.
While Bowlin said she does
not like to place the blame of a
loss on poor officiating, she
said she disagreed with many
of the calls made against her
teain, especially ·in game
five.
"We beat them :in every stat,
we just did not get the calls,"
she said.
The story was n ot the same,

MTSUys. MSU
7 p.m. Friday
Racer Arena
Tennessee Tech ys. MSU
5 p.m. Saturday
Racer Arena

St· Louis Y~· MSU
3 p.m. Sun ay
Racer Arena

.....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _G_r_
ap
_h-ic_b
_y_H,._E,_A...,TH~E...,R...,BE~G-L...,E-'Y
though, for the Racers on
Tuesday .
Mistakes
thro\J,gbout the game beat the
Racers more than Austin
Peay State University.

three games, instead of losing
in four.
"We were trying so hard
that we were forcing our
errors," she said.

In the first game, the Racers
were up 8-1 but gave 14 points
away as they lost the first
game. In the third game,
Murray had five chances to
beat the Governors before
bowing to the~ 20-18.

Bowlin said her team was
playing well defensively, but
it was the offense that was
lacking.
A
.092
kill
percent age (compared t o a
normal
. 200 )
was
representative of t heir
offensive punch.
Bowlin said the loss did not
hurt the team too much, but the

Bowlin said take away those
mistakes, and the women
should have won the match in

l a d i es
were
dejected
Wednesday after their poor
performance.
"I definitely feel we are the
strongest team in the league,"
she said.

While the Racers now
occupy second place behind
the Governors, Bowlin said
her team is the most balanced
team in the league and will be
in the championship game in
three weeks.
Until then, the team has to
contend with five more
conference games and a
three-match weekend starting
t onight against Middle
Tennessee State University.
Tennessee Tech University
plays Saturday and St. Louis
finishes on Sunday.
Bowlin said while the teams
are not t he strongest the
Racers will have faced, she
said the weekend format will
benefit the team since it will
be the same format they will
have· to play in the conference
championships.

MSU could sabotage finish for TTU Saturday
Staff Report

Comin g off a loss to a
winless team, the Racex:
football team tried to use the
week off to regroup as they
host Tennessee Tech University Saturday.
Despite the coaching ann ouncement, coach Mike Mahoney said his focus is on
winning the next four games.
But to win, h e not only has to
overcome t hree of t he ohio
Valley Conference's tougher
team's and a school that won
50~36 on Saturday, but he has

to stop mistakes his team has
made which have plagued
much of the team's performance .
But the Racers go up against
a team that has allowed only
39 points in the past four
games.
Tennessee Tech has a
chance to finish as high as
third in the conference, and
Mahoney is hoping to play the
spoiler.
"I hope to throw a monkey
wrench in Saturday night,"
he said.

Source: O.V.C. NEWS
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Welcome to the first and:finest!
McDonald'S

NOW AVAILABLE

•

••

Yqu can now use your
Declining Balance
meal card
at

McDonald's
*Bacon Double Cheeseburger
$1 .89 .

tBo66ie .9lnn .9lnc£erson ~
!Jvfenai 'Dossett
Janet %ester
Cliristine Myers
r:Lonya Puc/(g-tt
!l(nssi Straub
Love,

Your Sisters in ·
Alpha Delta Pi

~lfCllON COVEMGE
7:30 • 8.:30 P·•·
Eleetion Mglat
· Tuesday, Nov. 3

Contrary to popular belief,
God welcomes singles, too.
When you come to the Episcopal Church, you'll only come alone onre. After that, we
consider you family. Come join us this Sunday in the love and fellowship of Jesus Christ.

The Episcopal Church

The Murray State News
A newspaper you can ..TRUST"

George Strait

l:SO

Pure Country ~~:
'

(PG) 9:15

Under
'

Siege
Mighty
~::
Ducks (PG) ~~:
1:30
3:30
7 :10
(R) 9 : 10

Consenting
Adults
'

1:30

Last of the s :45
''.a.Y.&.O
" hicans (Rl 97 ::15
20
Bargain Night
,. ....r:-a Is
Thursday Night

St. John's Episcopal Church
1620 W. Main St.
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SCOREBOARD
Resuft6 of Ssturday'a Murray Stale

IIDAIII Bllulll
belll Donov.n

a.oon

S.l6.adla~
Total Smdbore
1170
1140
1157
1151
0

MSU·GOid
Herzrrwl
Kelenwt

Golc:hltw't
Kende

Belden
~
Team Total

Total Nl Rifle
37'8

Singer
Napolakl

Ponton

0
0

382

g

Ill

4818

1524

11(11
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MSU-Biue
Johnson

Plewke
Belden
Mull
Noakes

S82

m

....
81<42

Total Nl Rifle

380

1535
1518
1518

377
377
I

4541

Team Total

Aggregalllt
1548
15218
1157
• 1151

388

Total Smelb:n
1155
1141
1139

UK-BkJe

371

1477

1505

eD46

Total Smallbore
1137
1138
1123
1118
0

Total Nl Rille
37'8

378

1518
1607
1123
1118
378

4516

1482

8008

0
0

Total Nl Rifle
377

Garges

1120

358

Mldlon

1124

343

t<mm4s

•

•

Total Smallxn
1122

TeamTotal

Aggregate

see

g

krM
Team Total

Vl"M--rwlge
Adcock

,.,.,,. Stftt

lnvltllllonlll •

lnvttatlonc.

rum

Rnulta of the Kentucky Invitational.

ltm.al&
RHulta ol U..

Rifles

lll3

:til

4479

1430

Aggregaat
1488
147'8
1481

l5808
-

Orovet beat Donovan

6-4,6-1
Moulder belli MacPherson 4-6,6-2,

7-6

Johnlon bNt Moulder
Gel~ bNt Gr.uckl
KotiM beat Oranackl
StrorrNgen beat AJicoctr
Alcock beat Plet.dl
Joseph deat Hall
Hall beat Huchlngeon
Dodge bee Rydohlm
Oddy bNt Rydholm

Total Smlllbote
1055

Potts
Todd
Messina

Total All

&!1

g

3934

0

Total Smallbcn

Total All Rille

Golc:ltahn
Kencle

0

388

0

379

Hatlaugh

0

368

Tttitd
Team Total

0

MSU·Whlte

1055

0
0

e40

Team Total

AQgregata

0

980

ca.-.

....-

Rlft8

g

M

ifj

3834

37'8

sea

•

0

0

3-6,6-2

6-4
6-2.8-2
6-2,8-0
8-4,8-0

defiUt
8-0,8-0
7-6,8-3
6-2.8-0
8-2,8-0

Donovan/Allcock
BaconiNichola beat
Donnov.n/AIIcock
~bee
Moulder/Granackl
WarrerVMendoza beat
Moulder/Granackl
W....../Feolaucwa bee
Haii/Rydholm

Fredrlck. .on

Hall beat Schutzman
Crowley beat Hall

8-4,7-6
8-1,8-3

8-4,8-4
7-4;, 8-0
7-6,3-6,

6-3
121lu~lll 811UIII
Jan . .on/Yarbrough beat

8-4,8-0

8-4,8-4
8-7, 6-2,

6-4
Brooks/Poore beat
Chavez/Putzom
~mbeat
Brooks/Poore
Fredlckaon/Hawthrone

default
8-3,8-0

8-4,7·5

beat BonzarJMurphy

4-6,8-0,
6-1

Fredlckson/Hawthrone
8-3,8-0

6-1,8-1

beat Rohnlt(kt(
RlohrnondiMIIer beat
Fredlckson/Hawthrone

8-4,8-4

RozleriiDodge beat
Haii/Rydholm

Demetriou beat

Zapata'Ptautz
Mlcua, Poole belli
Jansson/Yarbrough

ggyblfa Rtlulta
OroYMIOaYis belli

Intramural&

W-L

Comp 1
Fwlgool
Eat& Run

4-2
4-2

ucsc

Jukes

7
0

AJpha Gamma Rho
Sigma Epsilon Phi

25
13

Lambda Chi Alpha "B"
'DA'Beara

0

4..()

falcons

3-1
1-3
1-3
2·1

Cherry Botrbs

33
12

TheT~s

Jukes
The Title

19
13

Fungool
'DA'Beeta

Alpha Sigma Alpha
Rentless
Irreverence

19
3

().3

Women's League

W·L

Relentless
Irreverence

s.o

10<

4-2
4-1

2-2

Sigma Sigma Sigma
Alpha Onicron PI
Alpha Dela PI

3-2
3-4

Comp 2

W·L

The Tef1llld0na
Alpha Oarrrre Delta

MF1 F8loona

4..()

'i!INA

"OA•a..a

2~

Showbolt aty

4-1
4-1
2-4

The Brew ()ew
The'Tibt

o.e

Knlghta

s.o

Jukee

lMrDia Chi~ '8'

~Sigma Alpha

13
19

Showboat City

W·L

Ttte Aejecls
OnngeCNitl
Elooloul Ducka

Eaglet
Road Kill

8
31

W-L

1-6

0

f!INA
AOK

2-0

Rec League
Crazy8'e
The lJft1) t<llef8

Re8Uit8 of Monday's lntranuaJ gsmu.
8

AJpha Omicron PI
Alpha Ganma Delta

28

&0

()..&

MSU IDsllldslull Lllsll[l
KILLS • Murray State (54) Mellaa
Weblter 15, Renee Batley 14, Sarah
Deatwot1h 13, Bonnie Bagnlnakl 8, Beth
Ball' 3, Denl. . Donnelly 2, Senlh Boland
1.
R6&/lts of Saturday night'• gams aJ ASSISTS • Muray State (50) Denl..
Eastern.
OoMelly 48, Renee Bailey 1, Belinda
MSU 15 11 15 11 11
Rubio 1.
EKU
11 13
8 15 15
DIGS· Murray Stale (1Ge) Renee Belley
23, Sarah Boland 18, Denise Donnelly17,
Belinda Rubio 17, Swltt Dearworth 14,
MSU lodMslull Luct1r1
Beth Balr 11, Mellaa Webater 5, Bonnie
KILLS • Murray Staat (53) Renee
BaQnlnskl3, T.-nrny Eld8r 1.

18

l..arftlda. Chi~

SlgrNPI
Sigma Phll:pllon

MSU
8 15 18
8
APSU 15 13 20 15

PI Kappa Alpha

IFC L•gue

2-4

R•aulla of TI.IHday night.. fiiiiM In Racer

Arena.

Sigma Chi

Chen'y Bonile
Eagles

3-3

lostlxlslull Ltlsll[l
KILLS - Murray Stale {50) Renee
Bailey 17, Mella Webater 13, Sarah .
Dearworth 12, Bonnie Bangnlnakl 4,
Stacy Geralds 3, Sarah Boland 1.
ASSISTS • Murray State (38)
Belinda Rubio 31, Mellsa W..,._ 3,
Bonnie Bagnlnakl 2, Sarah
Dealworth 1, Sarah Boland 1.
DIGS • Murray State (89) Mellaa
Webster 22, Sarah Boland 19, Sarah
Dearworth 15, Renee Bailey 13,
Belinda Rubio 12, Stacy Oenllde 8.

Belnda Rubio 41, Renee Ballety 1,
Bonnie Bagnlnakl1.
DIGS • Murray State{80) Belinda Rubio
19, Mell8a Web818r 18, Renee Blllley 13,
Sarah Dearwof'th 11, Sarah Boland 1o,
Stacy Geralda 8, Bonnie Bagnlnsld 5.

0

1-4
1-4
1-3

4-2

ASSISTS • Murray State (43)

MSU 18 7 15 15
MO 14 15 5 8

13

The Drllgona

PI~Aipha

8aQr*lakl2.

Sigma Sigma Sigma
The T8f11llationa

Standlnga for flag footbal

~GarmaRho
Sigma Chi

RIISUID of Friday night's gwns at

Morehelld.

Bailey 23, Mellsa Webeter 18, Santi
o..wor1h 9, Sinn Boland 3, Bomle

7~

3-1

s.o

VQ.ll~'l.b.ll.ll

7-5,6-7,

Ro.t 1<11
Melam..d

Alpha T. . Omega
MTSU-Biue

7-6,3-6,

8-2

Slnq111 B11y!ta
Yarbrough
bye
Yarbrough beat Dwire
6-3,6-2
Yarbrough bellt Zuckerman · 6-3, 6-2
Donehan beat Yart,ough 6-1,7-5
.,.nuon beat Mlcua
7-5,8-4
Berkowitz beat Jansson
6-4,6-2
Brooks bellt Aprl
default
Brooks beat Goebel
6-3,8-4
Wutqton beal Brooks
6-2, 7-4;
Ff'Mrlkuon beat Price
4-6, 6·2,
7-6

Eat & Run
Knights

2-4
2-6
0-7
0-5

0
8

Crazy 8's

The Rejects

I

Sigma PI
Lambda Chi Alpha

R6sult8 ol Tuesday~ lntranxJraJ tpUTJes.
The Rejects

8
14

Alpha Gamm. Delta

18
0

28

38
8
F

w

ucsc

20

Knights

6

The Brew Crew

Cherry Borrbe
The Dragons

w

F

Alpha Gamma Rho

6

Alpha Tau Omega

28

.

8
21

The numbers behind the action

CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

Alpha Gamma Delta had a
greattlmedurlng Greek Weeki
Shannon BamNII, you cld an
awesome job. Love. your alatent In Alpha Ganvna Delta

We ahould alleam from Alter·
natiYe Voice. TolghlperMCU·
tlon, r1dcUa, hlde...tYiolence,

CongraiUiallona to Alpha Omicron PI on winning GnMik Week
events! Sincerely, the elstel'8
of Alpha Gamma Delta.
Congratulatlona to Theta Chi
Delta, You had an aweaome
ahowlngat Sigma PI Fall Feat.
Sincerely, the alste1'8 of Alpha
Gamma Delta.
To the brothers of Sigma PI,
Thanks for another awetome
Fall Fest You shook Ul all
night long. Love, the sisters of
Alpha Gamma Delta
To the brothers of Alpha Tau
Omega. Alpha Gama had a
blast at VIking Day.
Thanks to our Sigma PI
coaches! You guys are awesome. Love, the . . .,. of
Alpha Omicron PI

every day to be wl1h their
co~ Ia the true meanIng of LOVE!
Alternative Voice, MSU'a Lee·
blan and Gay/Bieexual S1udenl
Organization Ia meeting

weeldy. For mont lllfonnallon
cal 782-3018. or Will b
2A54 University Station, Murrrfl·
M.P.M., Happy ArvMnalyl I
love you and look fofward to
many morel S.M.H.
Attitude Check! ADPIIa Greetl
Your Sigma PI Fall Fest
coechea love you I Congndson
wtnnlng Spirit & Une Dancel
Love CMa, hla brother Sam,
hla other brother'Sam, Sml!er,
Kevin, Mike & Travta..
Sigma Tau Gamma· Thanks

for the great partlclpallon dur·
lng ADPI 500. You cld an
aweaome job. Love, your ADPI
coaches.

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

Attention: Spring Breakl Earn

STUDENTS or OROANIZA~.

SummerCounaeknwantedfor
Kentucky Sheftffs' Boys and
G&rta Ranch In Gllbet1s'.lle.
$1,350 per summert Mutt be
between the agee of 19 and 25.
call (502) 362-8860 for rrore

MSU·TV 11 Presents The

cash and Free b1p8 lo Bllha·
mas, Cencun, and Rodda
PfORlOing the "funnelt" ~

HELP WANTED

on~l

Spftngbreel<l 1800-87&6388
SpdngBreek '93,PinemaCity

Beach, Ftorldl, Salee ,..,..
..........,. needed to WOfk wl1h
the 11 Spring BrMk T..m
TRAVELASSOCIAlU AND
TOUR EXCEL SeltheBEST
properties on the bMch,

SUIM1' OONDOIINUIIS,
MRACLE BEACH RESORT,
HOUDAYINN,PIER88. Earn
lop cornmlselon and he trtpa.
Formorelr'lon'Ndlon call: .1*
at 1-801).558-3002

$200 • t500 WEEKLY 14aemble PfOduda at horne.

No Mllng. You'.. pllld
ctrect.
Fully ~
FREE lnfonndol ..24 Hour
Eayl

Hotline. 801-379-2900. Copy·
ltgtt I KY13KDH

Prornof8 CU' Floftda

Spring Break~· Earn
MONEY and FREE t.r1ps.
OrvanJze Small or Large

groupt. Cal~ MaJ'ket·
lng. 80()..423.5284
LOOKING FOR A TOP FRATERNilY, SORORITY, OR

lnfofmallon.

500-1500 RlR A ONE WEEK
MARKETING PROJECT
RIGHT ON CAMPUS. MUST

• EARN EXTRA INCOME •
Earn $200-500 weekly ~ng
nvel brochurea. For rrore
lnfonnldlon send a ~ adclreaed erwelope to; ATW
Travel, Inc. P.O. Box 430780,
South Mlaml, Ft. 33143

BE ORGANIZED AND HARD
WORKING. CALL 80CHi92·
2121 ext 308

GREE I( S & CLUBS

STUDENT ORGANIZATION
THATWOli.DLJ<ETOMAKE

CRUISE SHIPS NCNIHIRING

• Elm $2,000+hnonlh + WOftd
lnMI {Hawaii. Mexk:o, the
canlbean,-.) Holiday, Summer and

c.... employment

~

No81Cpefte11C8 nec-

.....y. For employment program cai1-2Q8..834.0468 ext.
05538
Help Saw lhe Planet- RE·
CYCLEJ

RAISE A COOL
11000

IN JUST ONI WIEKJ

PLUS $1000 FORTHE
MEMBER WHOCAUSI
No obliplica. Noaa
YOI ... flltlnEI:

IIEADPHONI IIADlO
,lull llr Clllllllc
1.-.m.am, Ex&. 65

People's Choice Election Cov·
erage on Cable Channel11 on
the Tuesday of EJection Night
between 7:30 p.m. and 8:30
p.m.
The Lake-Land Apostolic
Church of Murray wiA be host
to Rev. & Mrs. Joseph
Qulboloy, Mlsslonarlea to the
Philippine., Sunday, New. 1 In
the 6 p.m. 18fVice. For more
lnfonnatton call759·1602.

Fund Raiser
Benefit
Country/Western
Dance
Heartland Band

CHEERS
IIARTIN, I'Ett:NESSEE

Halloween
Costume
Party
Saturday, Oct. 31

WBDB:Natcloarto
R.I.& ecro. froa
lKDJ'oealde Gil . . . . .
ao.d. Jl'ukaa, KY

W'IIEN:I'lrida7, Nov. 8
TIMBa'1p.IDo

1be

MutTaY State News

INDEX

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
O.UinL- W......._ll noon

RATES
With MSU ID: 15¢ per word
Without MSU 10: ~ per word

PIQ your classlftads In room 111 of Wlson Hal or sand them to

Evlry..,. fMI' twenty warda

Munay State University, 111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Statton

With MSU 10: 1~ per word
Wlhout MSU 10: 15¢ per word

~·,..
Closaj on waek8rxls ant holidays.

c:om ..........

GREEK/PERSONALS

RO<ltt4MATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES

FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HELP WANTED
LOST &R>UNO
RIDES
~

NOTICe

Proceeds go to
help obtain a
group home and
meet the needs of
the disabled.
For more information caD
Bedl JGnee at 4?1;3070

Experience, Responsibility, Leadership,...
What are things you want in your resume?

Act Now, Apply for a Resident
Advisor Position
Information Sessions: Wednesday, Nov. 4, at 8 p.m. in the Hart
Hall Coffee House and Thursday, Nov. 5, at 9:30p.m.
Regents Hall.
Applications for Resident Advisors may be picked up in the
Housing Office or for more information call 762-2310.

AiliiWinner

'lb all the s

this

for making
ever.

year.

J41
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Palekcic said.
He then arrived in Croatia
and went to the American
Continued from Page 1
consulate to obtain a visa to
come to the United States.
that it was real.
He said he had trouble
He said there were many
convincing an American
occasions · during h is escape
official that he had really
in which what he did or did
escaped from Yugoslavia.
not say made the difference
"I don't think he could
between living or dying.
believe I got out because it's
"I knew that my life
impossible," he said.
depended on my reactions,"
Even before he attempted to
he said.
leave Sarajevo, life was
In one such situation at the
difficult for Palekcic and his
border of Croatia and Bosnia,
there was a policeman or
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY family .
"Many situations in
soldier who got on the bus and
told him he had to present one, teach. The documents were in Sarajevo are very difficult to
express by words," he said.
of two documents to proceed: English .
He told the soldier, "I know "There are situations you
either a letter of guarantee
from Croatia or a passport or you are very-well educated can't imagine."
people. I'm sure that you can
Palekcic lived in a flat, or
visa of another country.
·
"I didn't have anything," read this in English."
apartment, on the 17th floor of
"Then he looked at me a a 20-story apartment building
he said. "I knew that if I
didn't react, I had to leave the second or two. It was like 200 where he said he could look
train or maybe be killed. It years. I can't explain what I out his kitchen window and
was very, very dangerous."
was feeling," he said. "And see buildings burning. Some
Palekcic instead showed the he said, 'You can go through.' floors of his building had been
destroyed by gunfire and he
soldier . documents from
"I couldn 't believe it," said his family had to dodge
Murray State inviting him to

ESCAPE

"It was a University
commitment and a student
affairs priority," be said.
Continued from Page 1
"There are a lot of other
Bryan said the increases needs, but you can't do it all at
will go into effecl the first of once."
·
November, but they have been
Robertson said he wanted to
working on them for several put the counselors in a
position where they would not
months.·
"This was decided about have to look for a second job.
eight months ago," he said.
"They are doing a good job
and
we want to keep them," he
Robertson
said
the
said.
increases were a concern of
the University as well as the
Bryan said they want to be
Office of Student Affairs.
able to retain their staff.

INCREASE

"It's like a revolving door,"
Bryan said. "We keep them
for about one or two years and
they're gone and we have to
keep training these people."
Robertson said he views the
salary increases as making
an investment in the
University.
Robertson said their salary
increases should not be
affected by budget cuts.
"I don't see us rescinding
anything we have given
them," he said.
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bullets that would fly through
the flat.
"It was not a movie. It's
real. Every second, every
day, every night, (you) could
not be sure if you would be
alive the next second," he
said.
·
In order to avoid bullets,
many nights Palekcic would
have to sleep crouching under
a table, he said.
"I can 't describe it, "
Palekcic said. "All my life,
my education is against such
a situation. I couldn't prepare
for such a situation. I saw my
friend s without arms, legs, or
faces. That is the dark side."
· 8at' d th a t d espt't e
P a 1ek c1c
·
a 11 of th e m1sery
aroun d h'tm,
life went on.
"People
celebrated
birthdays, had weddings," he
said.
He said there were also
times when there was only
one glass of water for 10
people. It was during those
situations that he realized

~ae O{iver
Love,
~our sisters in
jf[pfia (jamma 'De{ta

..9L{pfia Omicron

Pi

He said what he does after
that depends on the situation :
in Sarajevo.
"I would like to go back," he '
said. "I was born in Sarajevo. ;
It is one of the most beautiful
towns in the world."
He received word last
Saturday that his building in
Sarajevo had been destroyed.
"I've lost all materialistic
things, but I've got many other
things like new insight in
life, new friends," he said.
"No one has a chance like
me. I have two lives - before
the war in Sarajevo and after
the war. What a beautiful
choice."

children.
"And this man in a debate
said he wanted to do for
Continued from Page 1
America what he has done for
the nation in quality of Arkansas. We can't let him
environmental initiative, do that," Bush said.
percentage of adults with
"Bill Cinton has said that he
college degrees and per capita wants to do for the country
spending on criminal justice, what he has done for
49th in per capita spending on Arkansas," said McRaney.
cr.i minal justice, 48th in ''I don't take well to threats of
percentage of adults with a that nature.•·
Bush also refuted claims
high school diploma and
spending on corrections, 46th that Clinton has made
in teachers' salaries and 45th concerning job growth in his
in overall welfare of state.

Shannon 'Barnfiif{
Cifffi:ennl Y'razier

Love/ tlie sisters of

Palekcic, who has been a
professor of educational
psychology at the University
of Sarajevo for 20 years, is
giving lectures about the
education system of Europe.
H
'd h
h
~
d
e
e sa 1.
as 1 oun
. h'
several
differences
between
h
d
18 orne1an and Murray.
He said people in Murray
are always in a hurry and
have too much work. He also
said there is too much junk
food and fast food.
As far as the education
system is concerned, he said
he noticed a difference in
student-teacher relations.

BUSH

Congratufations
to tfie new
Order of Omega initiates

Thanks lo lhe brothers
·ol Alpha Tau Omega
lor an Awesome
Viking Day!

"Now I really know who is
my friend," he said. "Your
friend is not the one who talks
to you and you drink coffee. I
learned more. For example,
who am I, what is my life,
what is worth (important),
what is not worth."

"The relations between
students and professors is
more informal than in Europe
with greetings like 'hi '.
'hello' and 'what's up?'," h e
said.
Palekcic will be at Murray :
State until December and will '
spend the spring semester at a
university in Michigan.

what was important and who
his friends were, he said.

"That was one year," the
president said, "this year.
He's been out of the state 85
percent of the time."
Using a horse racing
analogy, Bush predicted a
come -from -behind win , and
pointing to a sign behind him,
blamed the media, one of his
favorite targets, for his poor
showing in the polls.
:
"We're closing the gap and ;
we're pulling ahead at the :
finish line to win 'the :
election," he said.
I

Lunch

Dinner

All -you -can- eat
Qa.11y lunch buffet
& lunch specJal
11 a.m.-2:30p.m.

Sunday-Thursday

4:30 p.m.-9 p .m.

Friday-Saturday

4:30 p.m.-10 p.m.

All Dinner Entreea come with Bot a: Soar Soup
01' Ea Dlop Soup with an Eta RoD
Limited Time Only II

Olympic P1ua

Factory Discount Shoes

Thanks Sigma Pi

759-9419

fora

LOCATED DOWNTOWN ON THE SQUARE

Eastland Bucks
Ladies' Bucks $36.95
$39.95
Men's Bucks
-~who's

Halloween

Wh a.". . . . .,. . ~

1992-93 Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges
Applications available in the
Office of Student Affairs
Ordway Hall
762-6831
Deadline: Nov. 20, 1992
Eligibility: 3.0 GPA; Graduation date
of December 1992, May or August 1993;
Demonstrated Campus and Community
Leadership and Involvement.

'
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